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ABSTRACT:
The large carbon footprint of the Haber-Bosch process, which provides ammonia for fertilizers but also the feedstock for all
nitrogenous commercial products, has fueled the quest for alternative synthetic strategies to nitrogen fixation. Owing to the
extraordinarily strong NºN triple bond, the key step of the Haber-Bosch reaction, i.e. the dissociative adsorption of N2,
requires high temperatures and pressure. Since the first report in 1995, a wide variety of molecular transition metal and fblock compounds have been reported that can fully cleave N2 at ambient conditions and form well-defined nitrido complexes.
We here provide a comprehensive survey of the current state of N2 splitting reactions in solution and follow-up nitrogen
transfer reactivity. Particular emphasis is put on electronic structure requirements for the formation of suitable molecular
precursors and their N–N scission reactivity. The prospects of N2 splitting for the synthesis of nitrogen containing products
will be discussed, ranging from ammonia and heterocumulenes to organic amines, amides or nitriles via proton coupled
electron transfer, carbonylation or electrophilic functionalization of N2 derived nitrido complexes. Accomplishments and
challenges for nitrogen fixation via N2 splitting are presented to offer guidelines for the development of catalytic platforms.
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1. Introduction
Currently the Haber-Bosch process produces ammonia
from its constituent elements on an impressive scale of
around 182·106 t/a (2019).1 Around 80 % is used for
fertilizers that sustain food supplies for more than half of
the global population, which has quadrupled during the 20th
century. Synthetic nitrogen fixation has therefore been
recognized on three occasions by the Nobel committee: F.
Haber, for the invention of the catalyst (1918); C. Bosch, for
the development of the industrial high pressure process
(1931); and G. Ertl, for the elucidation of the microscopic
processes (2007).2,3 In addition to the chemical use,
ammonia has attracted interest as a potential energy vector
in nitrogen based fuel cycles.4
Against common misconception, modern methane-fed
ammonia plants reach high energy efficiencies up to
70 %.5,6 The main energy losses occur up-stream of the
Haber Bosch reactor during reforming processes. Hydrogen
generation by steam reforming is also associated with a
large carbon footprint that releases 1.6 t of CO2 per
produced ton of NH3.7 Electrification of the nitrogen
reduction reaction (NRR) is therefore an attractive strategy
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and is currently a
highly active field of research.8,9 For nitrogen fixation via an
‘associative mechanism’ with six successive proton coupled
electron transfer (PCET) steps to adsorbed N2, an
overpotential of around 0.4 V was estimated from linear
scaling relationships of adsorbed NxHy intermediates that
are based on simple bond order conservation arguments.10
Computational assessment of electrocatalytic NRR on
transition metal surfaces by Nørskov and co-workers
indicated that a route via initial dissociative chemisorption
of N2 followed by three PCET steps should have a lower
overpotential.11,12 While such a pathway resembles the
‘dissociative mechanism’ of the Haber-Bosch process, it
likewise suffers from high kinetic barriers for initial full N–N
cleavage. High temperatures are therefore required for
heterogeneous (alkali metal promoted) transition metal
catalysts due to unfavorable scaling of the activation energy
of N–N cleavage with the binding energy of nitrogen
atoms.13 Nørskov and co-workers therefore pointed out
that a competent Haber-Bosch catalyst that operates at
ambient conditions requires “classes of catalysts that do
not obey the scaling relation found for metals” and “this
could be provided by a molecular catalyst or by a solid
surface where the number of N binding sites has been
restricted relative to the surface metal atoms”.13

Scheme 1. Catalytic nitrogen fixation at ambient conditions
reported by Volpin and coworkers.

Molecular nitride species have been proposed as potential
intermediates in dissociative nitrogen fixation schemes as
early as the late 1960s. Volpin and Shur first reported that
the reduction of simple metal salts (Ti, Cr, Mo, W, Fe) under
N2 gave structurally ill-defined, ‘nitride-like’ products that
release substoichiometric amounts of ammonia upon
hydrolysis.14–22 Up to 248 eq. ammonia were obtained with
excess Al/AlBr3 as reductant (Scheme 1).23,24 This
groundbreaking work has stimulated many efforts to
characterize, e.g., titanium ‘nitride-like’ products derived
from N2. This has been comprehensively covered in
numerous classic reviews on N2 activation.25–33 Synthetic
nitrogen fixation at ambient conditions has continuously
led to intense research efforts.34–59 Many advances
followed bioinspired approaches driven by growing
mechanistic insights into nitrogenase activity, which
operates by an ‘associative pathway’.58–61 However, the full
dissociation of gaseous dinitrogen and formation of welldefined nitrido complexes was not demonstrated before
1995, when the seminal work of Laplaza and Cummins was
published.62 This work defines the starting point for the
current review. Since then, the splitting of N2 at ambient
conditions in solution by d- and f-block metal complexes
has grown into a mature field, which is comprehensively
covered in chapter 2.

Scheme 2. Formation of nitrogenous organics from N2 reported by
van Tamelen and Rudler.

Besides ammonia, this field has been strongly driven by
efforts to directly transform N2 into other nitrogenous
products. Around 20 % of industrially produced ammonia
provides the feedstock for the synthesis of basically all
commercial nitrogen containing products. Molecular
nitride chemistry is well developed and a variety of
methods for C–N bond formation have been reported.63–65
Caulton calculated the thermochemistry for several
hypothetical transformations of N2 to organics, such as
heterocycles and hydrazides, with retention of an N–N
single bond.66 Sufficient driving force for these reactions
would require the use of ‘high energy’ organic reagents, like
alkynes or allenes, which can be attributed to the low N–N
single bond energies of the products. This analysis suggests
an overall thermodynamic advantage for full splitting of the
exceptionally strong NºN triple bond (941 kJ·mol-1). Early
efforts to directly couple N2 splitting with nitrogen transfer
were reported, e.g. by Van Tamelen and Rudler in 1970
(Scheme 2).67 They demonstrated that a putative titanium
nitrido N2 activation product reacts with ketones or acid
chlorides to amines and nitriles, respectively. Sobota and
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co-workers utilized Yamamoto’s putative titanium nitride
for C–N bond formation with carbon monoxide and carbon
dioxide.68,69 Mori reported a series of papers that followed
related methodology for the synthesis of a broad variety of
organic amides, pyridines, pyrroles or amines directly from
N2.70–78 While the mechanisms for these reactions remain
unknown, the seminal work of Cummins revived efforts to
obtain nitrogenous products beyond ammonia; now
utilizing well-defined molecular nitrides that were obtained
by N2 splitting to enhance direct reactivity.42 This approach
provides valuable insight into thermodynamically suitable
target compounds and potential kinetic bottlenecks for
catalytic transformations of dinitrogen into nitrogenous
products. However, catalytic C–N bond formation directly
from N2 and organic reagents is still unknown. Even HaberBosch-like (‘dissociative’) catalytic NH3 formation via initial
full cleavage of the N2 triple bond and subsequent PCET to
the molecular nitrido products was only recently proposed
and is yet to be mechanistically fully confirmed.79 The
current state of the knowledge in nitrogen transfer
reactivity that follows full N2 cleavage with well-defined
molecular platforms is presented in chapter 3.
In this review, we comprehensively cover the splitting of
dinitrogen into well-defined nitrido complexes and
subsequent nitrogen transfer as a strategy to nitrogen
fixation. Particular focus is put on the electronic structures
of suitable platforms as a guideline for potential catalyst
design. We thereby aim at complementing the surveys on
multimetalllic N2 activation and nitrogen functionalization
beyond ammonia within the Chem. Rev. special issue
Reactivity of Nitrogen from the Ground to the
Atmosphere.80,81

2. Generation of Nitride Complexes by N2
Splitting
2.1. Bonding in N2-Bridged Complexes
Molecular dinitrogen exhibits exceptionally high
thermodynamic stability, as judged by the bond
dissociation energy (941 kJ mol-1). In addition, kinetic
inertness results from the absence of a dipole moment, its
high ionization potential (-15.6 eV), and low electron
(-1.9 V) and proton (5.1 eV) affinities.26,30,34 Nevertheless,
dinitrogen is well known as a weak s-donor and moderate
p-acceptor ligand for transition metal ions, forming several
different mono- and multinuclear binding motifs (Figure 1).
Mononuclear end-on (h1-N2; A), dinuclear end-on (µ-h1:h1N2, B), dinuclear side-on (µ-h2:h2-N2; C) and dinuclear endon-side-on (µ-h2:h1-N2, D) are the most common binding
modes, that lead to various degrees of N2 activation.
The insertion of isolated metal atoms into the N2 triple
bond has been examined by means of matrix isolation
techniques. This field, and the activation of dinitrogen by
bare metal atoms in the gas phase, were reviewed by
Himmel and co-workers.82–84 For example, pulsed laser
ablation of metal atoms and deposition into Ar/N2 or N2

matrices produces dinitride molecules, M(N)2 (M = Nb, Ta,
Cr, Mo, W, Fe, Ru, Os, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, U), whereby some
dinitrides can directly arise from insertion of electronically
excited (Nb, Ta, Mo, W, Ce, U) or cold (Os) metal atoms into
the N2 triple bond.25,28–30,85–87 Atomic metal reactivity has
some model character for surface and solution chemistry,
but several differences with respect to coordination
compounds were pointed out by Himmel and Reiher:83 (1)
Metal atoms in their electronic ground states have higher
valence s- vs d-population leading to higher s-repulsion and
weaker p-backbonding with N2. However, excited states
with stronger N2 binding and activation can be accessible at
low energies. (2) Configuration energies are consistently
rising throughout the transition series,88 leading to
decreasing N2 activation. Electron-donating ligands can
compensate this trend for mid to late transition metals. (3)
Steric interactions with auxiliary ligands can significantly
affect the reactivity of coordinated N2. In fact, the full
splitting of dinitrogen at a single metal ion into dinitride
species, as shown for bare metal atoms, remains unknown
for transition metal complexes. Within this review article
we therefore focus on multimetallic binding modes,
especially modes B and C (Figure 1), as the most relevant
for N2 splitting in the condensed phase as discussed in the
following sections.

Figure 1. Most common bonding motifs in N2 complexes.

The activation and also the splitting of dinitrogen by bare
main group atoms (e.g. Si) in the gas phase or in matrices
has been known for a long time.89 Very recently, the field of
N2 activation with subvalent main group compounds was
stimulated by exciting examples in solution, particularly
upon introduction of borylene platforms.90–92 Some
qualitative analogies have been drawn to transition metal
bonding and activation of N2. However, to date full splitting
of N2 into nitrides has not been observed by such systems.
Therefore, this rapidly evolving field is not covered here and
we would like to refer to an excellent, very recent review
article.93
The degree of activation that arises from N2 binding to
metal ions is usually estimated by spectroscopic and
structural descriptors that correlate with bond strength,
such as N-N stretching vibrations and distances, which are
approximately inversely proportional according to Badger’s
rule.55,94,95 However, deviations from this empirical
correlation are well documented and estimates of the
degree of N2 activation from bond distances should be
taken with caution. Activation of coordinated N2 is
associated with electron transfer from the metal into
vacant, antibonding orbitals of the dinitrogen ligand.
Discrete redox steps are formalized by the N2 redox series
(Table 1) that ranges from neutral N2, via diazenide N22–,
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which is isoelectronic with O2 and likewise adopts a triplet
(S = 1) ground-state, all the way through to the highly
reduced hydrazide N24– ion (S = 0). A limited number of
compounds with trianionic radical ligands (N23–, S = 1/2)
have been reported,96 and monoanionc N2– (S = 1/2) has
only been confirmed in solid matrices at low temperatures,
as might be expected from the low electron affinity of N2.97–
99
The free radical HN2 is unknown and computational
analysis suggests exothermic decay into N2 and H atoms
(ΔE = 9 kcal mol-1).100 This observation emphasizes the
unfavourable nature of one-electron N2-reduction as a
general bottleneck for N2-functionalization chemistry.
Multi-electron
reduction
within
multi-nuclear
arrangements is therefore an attractive strategy.
Table 1. Bond distances and stretching vibrations for
selected N2-species in different valence states.42
Free N2
N≡N
[N≡N]Free H2N2
[N=N]2[N=N]3Free H4N2
[N-N]4-

S

dNN [Å]

νNN [cm-1]

0
½
1
½
0

1.10
≈1.10-1.20
n.a.
1.25
≈1.20-1.35
1.40
1.45
≈1.40-1.60

2,331
1,700-2,331
n.a.
1.583/1.529
1,200-1,700
989-1,040
885
700-1,100

Electronic structure parameters of N2-complexes provide
further descriptors to estimate the degree of activation
within the N2n– valence state formalism. Stepwise reduction
from dinitrogen to closed shell N24– passes through the
doublet (S = 1/2) N2– and N23– states via the diazenide N22–
ion (S = 1). The ground-state spin multiplicity of {Mx(N2n-)}
complexes can be rationalized within the framework of
ligand field theory, resulting from exchange coupled metal
and N2 spin centers.101 Modern methods for spectroscopic
and magnetic characterization offer arguments for the
assignment of discrete ‘spectroscopic oxidation states’ to
the metal and redox-active N2 sites, and localized Lewistype bonding pictures that are highly intuitive to the
chemist.
On the other hand, electron transfer to the N2 ligand also
results in a rising degree of M–N2 covalency, which comes
along with increasingly delocalized bonding. This is
described by molecular orbital (MO) based methods as a
continuum of net electron transfer that results from the
relevant metal and N2 orbital interactions. Covalent
multiple bonding in transition metal nitrosyl complexes (M–
NO) led to the Enemark-Feltham bonding model which
acknowledges the intricacies (and sometimes physical
meaninglessness) of redox state assignments in such
cases.102 For the same reason, Wieghardt proposed to
adopt a similar notation for transition metal complexes
with terminal nitrido ligands, which exhibit covalent MºN
bonding.103 Despite the rising number of {Mx(N2n–)}-

complexes with well-characterized electronic structures
and high degrees of covalent bonding, related notations are
not widespread for dinitrogen complexes.42
In the following two sub-chapters, M–N2–M bonding will be
discussed for the two N2-binding modes that are most
relevant for full N–N bond cleavage into terminal and
bridging nitrido complexes: dinuclear linear (µ2-η1:η1-N2,
Figure 1 B) and side-on (µ2-η2:η2-N2, Figure 1 C) bridging,
respectively. Localized redox state descriptions of the
{M(N2)M} core will be given, if available, from spectroscopic
characterization. We want to emphasize covalent M–N2–M
bonding for such compounds by simple, MO-based bonding
pictures of the {M(N2)M}-cores in selected coordination
geometries. It is evident that high densities of states and/or
spin-orbit coupling can strongly perturb and complicate
these simple electronic structure pictures. Mixing of ground
and excited states requires multi-reference methods for
quantitative description. This has been demonstrated, e.g.
for low-coordinate iron b-diketiminate or heavy-metal (Os)
examples.104,105 However, the qualitative MO pictures can
be highly useful to rationalize trends for N2 activation.

2.1.1. Bonding in Linearly N2-Bridged Dinuclear
Complexes
For this binding mode, various degrees of N2 activation have
been reported. Dinitrogen moieties have been formalized
ranging from weakly activated dinitrogen (M¬NºN®M)
via moderately activated diazenide (M–N=N–M) to strongly
activated hydrazide (M=N–N=M). Examples of linearly
bridging radical ligands (N2– and N23–) remain unknown.106
The degree of N2 activation has been first rationalized by
Gray and Chatt, based on the occupation of MOs within the
M–N–N–M core that arise from linear combination of metal
d- and N2 p-orbitals with p-symmetry.107,108 For example,
Cummins’ [(ArtBuN)3Mo(N2)Mo(NtBuAr)3] (Table 2), the
first example for N2 splitting at ambient conditions (see
section 2.2.2), exhibits overall S6 symmetry and strongly sand p-donating amide ligands. In consequence, four doubly
degenerate sets of M–N–N–M p-MOs result: 1eu (p-p-p),
1eg (p-p*-p), 2eu (p*-p-p*), 2eg (p*-p*-p*) (Scheme 3, left).
Notably, full N–N scission requires population of the au MO
with sNN* character as discussed in chapter 2.2.2.
The groups of Evans and Cummins reported some linearly
N2 bridged bistriamide complexes that reflect these
qualitative bonding considerations (Table 2).109–112 As
judged from the N–N stretching mode, the π6 discandium
complex exhibits the lowest degree of N2 activation, which
is consistent with only partial (1eu41eg2) occupation of the
N–N antibonding 1eg MOs. Much stronger activation is
observed for the dicationic, closed-shell π8 dimolybdenum
complex with fully occupied 1eg MOs (1eu41eg4). Notably,
sequential addition of one and two electrons, as in the
mixed valent monocationic (π9 = 1eu41eg42eu1) and neutral
(π10 = 1eu41eg42eu2) dimolybdenum complexes, reduces
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Scheme 3. Left: Qualitative orbital interaction diagram for end-on N2 bridged, dinuclear complexes with S6 and D4h symmetries. Right:
Schematic representation of orbitals of the M-N2-M core with s-, p- and δ-symmetry.

the degree of N2 activation. This trend is consistent with
increasing population of the N–N bonding 2eu orbitals
(Scheme 3 Left). Exchange of one Mo atom for Nb leads to
a heterobimetallic complex with p9 configuration and
higher degree of N2 activation in comparison to the parent
dimolybdenum p10 complex.110 The EPR spectrum of the
bimetallic S = 1/2 complex at room temperature exclusively
showed resolved hyperfine interaction to Nb. However,
DFT calculations indicated substantial spin delocalization
(Mo: 22 %; Nb: 29 %) over the Nb–N–N–Mo core.
Table 2. Comparison of triamide-supported, S6-symmetric, end-on
N2-bridged dinuclear complexes.

Ref.

109

111

111

110

111,112

M1

Sc

Mo

Mo

Mo

Mo

M2

Sc

Mo

Mo

Nb

Mo

R

TMS

R’

TMS

tBu

tBu

n

2-

2+

1+

0

π

6

8

9

9

10

dNN
[Å]
νNN
[cm-1]

3,5-C6H3Me2
iPr
tBu

(Nb)
(Mo)

independent paramagnetism. This is consistent with a (p-pp)4(p-p*-p)4-configuration of the V–N–N–V p-manifold with
low-lying vacant orbitals. Ab initio RHF-computations for
the model [(µ-N2){VH3}2]n– (n = 0-2) suggest that LUMO and
LUMO+1 are metal centered δ/δ*-MOs that are orthogonal
to the V–N–N–V core and in this case well below the p*-pp* set. The inversion of the MO ordering can in part be
attributed to weaker destabilization by purely s-donating
aryl instead of s- and p-donating amide auxiliary ligands. In
consequence, reduction fills the δ/δ*-MOs and the N–N
bond length of reduced [(µ-η1:η1-N2){V(Mes)3}2]– (1.22 Å)
and doubly reduced [(µ-η1:η1-N2){V(Mes)3}2]2– (1.23 Å) are
almost identical. This example showcases profound effects
of the auxiliary ligands on the degree of N2-activation.
Similar considerations apply when the metal is in a trigonal
bipyramidal coordination sphere (N2-bridge axial). The
additional donor trans to the N2 bridge, as in systems
reported by Schrock and Copéret (Figure 2), does not
significantly affect the degree of N2 activation as judged by
structural parameters.116,117 The trans ligand can however
inhibit N2 splitting to molecular nitrides, which will be
discussed in section 2.2.

tBu

0

1.221(3)

1.265(5)

1.239(4)

1.235(10)

1.212(2)/
1.217(2)

1644

1349

1503

1583

1630

Floriani and co-workers examined the structurally related
vanadium redox series [(µ-η1:η1-N2){V(Mes)3}2]n– (n = 0-2,
Mes = 2,4,6-Me3C6H3).113–115 The neutral complex exhibits a
singlet ground state with significant temperature

Figure 2. Trigonal bipyramidal N2-bridged complexes from the
groups of Schrock (left) and Copéret (right).116,117

The TrenTMS (N(CH2CH2NSiMe3)3) ligand, introduced into
nitrogen fixation by the Schrock group, was also utilized by
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Liddle and coworkers to stabilize the titanium complex
[{(TrenTMS)Ti}2(µ-η1:η1-N2)] (Scheme 4).118,119 The moderate
degree of N2 activation observed is in line with a p6
configuration, similar to Evans’s discandium complex (Table
2). According to EPR, magnetic and computational
characterization, this compound has been described as
{TiIII–(N2)–TiIII} with a neutral dinitrogen bridge. Two
electron reduction with KC8 affords [{K}2{Ti(TrenTMS)}2(µη1:η1:η2:η2-N2)] with a much higher degree of N2 activation
due to increased population of the 1eg set (p8) (Scheme 3
Left). Abstraction of the potassium counter cations leads to
an increased N–N distance and stretching frequency,
showcasing the effect of polarization of the Ti–N–N–Ti core
by Lewis-acid coordination.118

Scheme 4. N2 activation by titanium TrenTMS complexes.118

A similar MO picture evolves for octahedral or square
pyramidal metal coordination (Scheme 3, Right). In
idealized D4h symmetry the δ-symmetric dxy orbitals are
non-bonding in character and located within the frontier
MO basin. Higher metal d-electron counts are therefore
required to populate the 2eu set that are at higher energy
than the non-bonding d-MOs (b1u/b1g). Within this picture,
[{(NH3)5Ru}2{µ-N2}]4+ exhibits an overall π12δ4-configuration
for the Ru–N–N–Ru core. This is in line with a small degree
of N2 activation (dNN = 1.12 Å, νNN = 2100 cm-1) due to the
completely filled, N–N bonding 2eu MOs. Considerably
stronger N2-activation (dNN = 1.21 Å, νNN = 1660 cm-1) is
observed for p8δ3-complex [(PMe2Ph)4ClRe-(µ-N2)MoCl4(OMe)] with vacant 2eu MOs.107,120
Table 3. N–N activation and electronic configuration of a series of
PNP pincer N2 complexes.121–124

Ref.

121,123

122

124

124

124

M

Re

Mo

W

W

W

n

0

0

0

1+

2+

Conf.

π10δ4

π8δ4

π8δ4

π8δ3

π8δ2

1.202(10)

1.258(9)

1.33(4)/
1.27(8)

1.277(5)

1.266(12)

1771

1343

1392

1414

1400

1

0

0

1/2

1

dNN
[Å]
νNN
[cm-1]
S

Schneider and coworkers observed similar trends for the
group 6 and 7 pincer complexes [(µ-η1:η1-

N2){MCl(PNPtBu)}2] (PNPtBu = N(CH2CH2PtBu2)2; M = Re, Mo,
W; Table 3). The π10δ4 (Scheme 3 Right) dirhenium complex
exhibits the lowest degree of N2 activation,121,123 close to
that of Cummins’ π10-dimolybdenum complex (Table 2,
Scheme 3 Left). The neutral PNP Mo- and W-analogues
(π8δ4, Table 3, Scheme 3 Right) show considerably stronger
N2 activation due to the vacant 2eu level,122,124 in analogy to
Cummins’ dicationic π8 complex (Table 2, Scheme 3 Left).
Sequential, metal-centered two electron oxidation of the
tungsten complex (Table 3) to (π8δ3) and (π8δ2) compounds
has little effect on the degree of N2 activation. The electrons
are removed from the non-bonding b1u/b2g orbitals that are
orthogonal to the W–N–N–W core, resulting in complexes
with the electron configurations π8δ3 and π8δ2, respectively
(Scheme 3 Right).124
Protonation of the neutral Mo and W PNP complexes at the
pincer ligands resulted in a change of the ground-state spin
multiplicity.
Computational
analysis
supported
1eu41eu4b1u1b1g12eu2
quintet
ground-states
for
[(N2){MCl(HPNPtBu)}2]OTf2 (M = Mo or W).122,124 This was
attributed to a lowering of the 2eu orbitals in the absence
of pincer N®M p-donation, leading to protonation induced
electronic rearrangement from the metal δ ‘reservoir’ into
the M–N–N–M p-manifold. This notion emphasizes the
impact of accessible spin states on the degree of N2
activation and will be discussed with respect to N2 splitting
in section 2.2.1.
Table 4. N–N bond distances of [(µ-N2)(Cp*M(am))2] complexes.
aAmidinate CH group exchanged for NMe . bAmidinate CH group
3
2
3
exchanged for phenyl.

Metal

Coordination mode

dNN [Å]

Ref.

Ti
Zra
Hf
V
Nbb
Ta
Mo
W

µ-η1:η1-N2
µ-η2:η2-N2
µ-η2:η2-N2
µ-η1:η1-N2
µ-η1:η1-N2
µ-η1:η1-N2
µ-η1:η1-N2
µ-η1:η1-N2

1.270(2)
1.518(2)
1.611(4)
1.225(2)
1.300(3)
1.313(4)
1.267(2)
1.277(8)

125
126
126
127
127
128
125
125

Besides these simple considerations of the electronic
configuration of the M–N–N–M core, the impact of the
metal on N2 activation reflects typical trends of d-orbital
energies and ionization potentials. For example, Sita and
coworkers examined a large series of group 4-6 h5cyclopentadienyl, h2-amidinate (am = N(iPr)C(Me)N(iPr))
complexes. With the exception of Zr and Hf, all compounds
exhibit µ-η1:η1-N2-coordination (Table 4).125–129 The
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diamagnetic π8δ0 Ti complex shows moderate N2-activation
and was described as {TiIII2(N22–)}. The analogous V complex
can be described as a π8δ2-complex. Population of the nonbonding δ-type MOs does not affect N2 activation, but the
lower lying V d-orbitals result in decreased M®N
backdonation and therefore a shorter N–N bond. As
expected, moving down group 5 to Nb and Ta results in
increased N2 activation, while the π8δ4 Mo and W
complexes again exhibit shorter N–N bonds compared to
group 5 analogues.
The effect of the auxiliary ligand redox activity130 on N2
activation was demonstrated by Chirik and coworkers
within a series of N2 bridged dimolybdenum complexes
with terpyridine (terpy/Tpy) ligands over five redox states
(Figure 3).131 The dicationic (n = 2) complex has a N–N
stretching vibration (1563 cm–1) that is consistent with a
diazenide {MoII2(N22–)} core and a π10δ4 configuration. This
compound exhibits a singlet ground state, due to splitting
of the two p*-p-p* orbitals in D2h symmetry. Interestingly,
both reduction and oxidation have only a moderate impact
on the degree of N2 activation, as judged by N–N stretching
vibrations (n = 1: 1530 cm–1; n = 4: 1477 cm–1). Reduction is
terpy-ligand centered, leaving the π10δ4 configuration of
the {Mo2N2}-core unaffected. In turn, only the first
oxidation weakens the N–N bond (n = 3: 1482 cm–1) due to
removal of an electron from a p*-p-p* orbital. The second
oxidation was described as removal of an electron from the
b1g-MO. The resulting π9δ3 configuration is in line with an
insignificant shift of the N–N Raman band.

Figure 3. Redox series [{(PhTpy)(PPh2Me)2Mo}2(μ-η1-η1-N2)] (n =
0–4) reported by Chirik and coworkers.131

The Holland group investigated an extensive series of N2
bridged iron and cobalt β-diketiminate (nacnac) complexes
(Table 5). Spectroscopic characterization is in agreement
with D2d or D2h symmetry in solution. In the solid state, both
coplanar and perpendicular arrangements of the nacnac
ligands are found, largely depending on ligand sterics.
However, in some cases significant distortion from M–N–
N–M linearity is found indicating shallow bending
potentials of the core for this low-coordinate class of
dinitrogen complexes. The compounds are obtained upon
reduction of bulky dipp-substituted (dipp = 2,6diisopropylphenyl) MII-nacnac halide precursors under N2
with KC8.132,133 Notably, full cleavage into nitrides was
obtained with smaller nacnac ligands, which is discussed in
chapter 2.2.2.132–134

Table 5. Qualitative MO diagram and occupation for a series of N2bridged group 8-10 nacnac complexes with D2h/D2d symmetry.

M

M’

1
2
3
4
5

Fe
Fe
Co
Co
Ni

–
K
–
K
–

6
7
8

Fe
Fe
Fe

–
K
–

X

m/n

nNN
[cm–1]

dNN
[Å]

R = tBu; Ar = 2,6-(iPr)2C6H3
0
6/2
1778
1.19
0
8/2
1589
1.24
0
8/2
–
1.14
0
8/4
1599
1.22
0
8/4
2164
1.12
i
R = Me; Ar = 2,6-( Pr)2C6H3
0
6/2
1810
1.19
0
8/2
1625
1.22
2- 8/2
1683
1.19

Ref.
134
134
135
135
136

133
133
137

Detailed spectroscopic and computational analysis of the
neutral diiron complex (Table 5,Entry 1) supports an S = 3
ground-state with antiferromagnetically coupled high-spin
FeII and N22– moieties, respectively, giving rise to the 3center spin model ()(¯¯)() for the {Fe(N2)Fe}
core.105,138 The net 2-electron transfer to the N2 bridge and
trends for N2-activation are also reflected by the qualitative
MO diagram depicted in Table 5. The total 10 electrons in
the Fe–N–N–Fe p-manifold leads to an N2 stretching
vibration that compares well with other π10 electron
systems e.g. the p10d4 complex [(N2){ReCl2(PNPiPr)}2] (nNN =
1733 cm-1) (PNPiPr = N(CH2CH2PiPr2).139 Reduction of the
iron complex is metal centered but results in significantly
increased Fe®N2 backbonding (Table 5, No. 2). The same
trend was obtained for cobalt (Table 5, Nos. 3 and 4).
However, the lower lying d-orbitals of the group 9 metal
result in weaker N2-activation vs. isoelectronic group 8
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compounds.135 This trend is further reflected by Limberg’s
nickel complex [(N2){Ni(nacnac)}2] which exhibits only
weakly activated N2 (Table 5, No. 5).136

the s*NN MO. The direct M®N backdonation into the s*NN
MO leads to strong N–N-activation and is essential for full
N–N scission, as discussed in section 2.2.

As pointed out by Holland, the coordination of cations at
the N2 bridge enhances M®N2 back donation.135 This is
exemplified by reduction of a neutral Fe(nacnac) complex
(Table 5, No. 6). The bathochromic shift of the N2 stretching
vibration upon reduction (Δn = 185 cm–1) for the ion paired
complex (Table 5, No. 7) is reduced by 58 cm–1 upon K+
abstraction (Table 5, No. 8). Within a series of iron-paired
[M2(N2){Fe(nacnac)}2] (M = Na, K, Rb, Cs) complexes, an
increasing torsional angle between the nacnac planes was
obtained with rising alkali metal ionic radius (Na: 0 °; Cs:
50.6 °).132 However, the twist around the Fe–N–N–Fe axis of
the core had little effect on the degree of N2 activation
(νNN = 1612-1625 cm-1).

The p and d-symmetric interactions in side-on bridging N2
generally exhibit poorer orbital overlap compared with the
µ-h1:h1-N2 mode. This is in line with the preferential
formation of side-on N2 bridged complexes by metals that
exhibit strongly ionic bonding, such as early transition
metals or lanthanides, and often leads to pronounced
distortion of the {M(N2)M}-core from planarity.152 Side-on
bound N2 can be energetically favored, if only one d-orbital
is accessible for π-bonding with N2, such as in [(µ-h2:h2N2){ZrClN(SiNH2CH2PtBu2)2}2] (Scheme 6).145 Exchange of
chloride for cyclopentadienyl disfavors d-bonding in the
side-on mode, leading to isomerization of the core.

2.1.2. Bonding in Side-on N2-Bridged Dinuclear
Complexes
The side-on bridging motif (µ2-η2:η2-N2) is less common
than the end-on mode described in the previous
section.95,140,141 Although the first structurally characterized
example was a nickel complex,142,143 early transition and fblock metal complexes are dominating.144–151 Splitting of
side-on bridging N2 into bridging nitride ligands is well
documented and discussed in chapter 2.2.2. In this section,
bonding will be compared with the µ-η1:η1-N2 coordination
mode discussed in chapter 2.1.1.

Scheme 6. N2 bridge isomerization upon exchange of chloride
ligand for a cyclopentadienyl ligand.145

The side-on bridging mode generally requires less sterically
demanding coordination environments due to the close
proximity of the two metal ions. This is exemplified by a
series of N2-bridged zirconocene complexes reported by
the groups of Bercaw and Chirik (Figure 4).153–157 End-on
bridging is obtained for the sterically most encumbered bispentamethylcyclopentadienyl (Cp*) zirconocenes and the
mixed Cp*/Cp’ (Cp’ = C5Me4H) ligands. Further reduction of
the steric bulk, as in [(µ-η2:η2-N2)(ZrCp’2)2], results in
preferential coordination as side-on bound N2, which is
strongly activated. The amidinate complex series shown in
Table 4 exhibit a similar trend. In contrast to the Ti complex,
the heavier homologues exhibit side-on bridging N2, which
was attributed to the larger ionic radii of Zr and Hf (1.75 Å)
compared to all other examples (Ti: 1.60 Å; V: 1.53 Å; Nb:
1.64 Å; Mo: 1.54 Å).125

Scheme 5. Left: Qualitative orbital interaction diagram for side-on
N2 bridged dinuclear complexes. Right: Representation of
interacting s-, p- and δ- orbitals in the M-N2-M core.140

A qualitative MO diagram for dinuclear, h2:h2-N2-bridged
complexes with planar M2N2-core (D2h) is shown in Scheme
5. In contrast to the end-on bridging mode, within side-on
bound N2 complexes the π-MOs of N2 (πNN) remain M–N
nonbonding due to the lack of d-orbitals with suitable
symmetry to form bonding interactions. A π-interaction
results from linear combination of two dxz orbitals (out-ofphase) with a p*NN orbital. In addition, an interaction with
δ-symmetry is formed by dxy orbitals (in-phase) and the
second p*NN orbital. Most importantly, additional N2
activation arises from overlap of dxz orbitals (in-phase) with

Figure 4. Influence of the steric encumbrance of supporting
ligands on the N2 binding mode, end-on vs. side-on N2 binding.

2.2. Thermal N2 splitting
2.2.1. Formation of N2 Bridged Complexes
Thermal splitting of N2 into terminal molecular nitrides
generally occurs from the µ2-η1:η1-coordination mode
(Figure 1, B). However, the precise mechanism of formation
of these intermediates is often ill-defined. A multi-step
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process can be anticipated that requires either isolable lowvalent and coordinatively unsaturated precursors or in situ
formation of such species for N2 binding.

Scheme 7. Dimerization of homoleptic MoIII trisamide and
trisalkoxide complexes.

Steric shielding by supporting ligands is therefore an
important
parameter.
For
example,
Cummins’
dimolybdenum complex [(N2){Mo(NtBuAr)3}2] (Ar = 3,5C6H3Me2), which was structurally characterized in solution
(EXAFS) and the solid state (X-ray diffraction) (Table
2),111,112 is formed by direct reaction of isolable, threecoordinate [Mo(NtBuAr)3] (Ar = 3,5-C6H3Me2) with N2. In
contrast,
the adamantyl
substituted
analogue,
[Mo(NAdAr)3] (Ad = 1-adamantyl, Ar = 3,5-C6H3Me2) binds
N2, but fails to form a dinuclear, N2 bridged product, due to
increased steric congestion.158 In turn, reduced steric
shielding, as in the triamides [Mo(NR2)3] (R = Me, Et) or the
related trisalkoxide [Mo(OtBu)3], leads to irreversible
formation of dinuclear complexes with metal-metal triple
bond preventing N2 activation (Scheme 7).159–163 However,
Floriani and co-workers demonstrated that the double
bonded {NbIII=NbIII} core of [{p-tBu-calix-[4]-(O)4}2Nb2(µM)2] (M = Li, Na, K) can insert N2 (Scheme 8).164,165

[Mo(N2)(TrenTMS)] (TrenTMS = N(CH2CH2NSiMe3)3) exhibits a
low-spin ground state.167 This rationale emphasizes the
importance of accessible spin states with vacant orbitals for
binding of the weak-field ligand N2.
An alternative strategy is the use of ‘operationally
coordinatively unsaturated’ compounds by in situ
intramolecular rearrangement to suitable precursors for N2
binding. For example, Coperét and co-workers utilized
hemilabile chelating alkoxide ligands (Figure 2).116 Cummins
and co-workers used the cyclometalated iso-propylanilide
complex [MoH(NCMe2Ar)(NiPrAr)2], which undergoes
reversible C–H reductive elimination (Scheme 9).168

Scheme 9. Prevention of metal-metal-bond formation by
cyclometalation.168

In situ H2 reductive elimination can be a route to low-valent,
coordinatively unsaturated species for N2 activation. This
strategy is reminiscent of the {Fe,Mo}-nitrogenase
enzyme.58 For example, early N2 fixation models utilized
titanium hydrides prepared in situ from [CpTiCl2].24,169,170
Bercaw and coworkers reported that hydrogenolysis of
[(C5Me5)(C5Me4CH2)TiCH3]
yields
the
dihydride
[(C5Me5)2TiH2], which releases H2 under a N2 atmosphere
and forms the end-on bridged complex [(µ-h1:h1N2){Ti(C5Me5)2}2] (Scheme 10).171,172 Similar observations
were made for [(C5Me4H)2TiR] (R = Me, Ph).173 However,
further reduction of the steric bulk with trimethyl
substituted cyclopentadienyl ligands lead to formation of
side-on N2 bridged [(µ-h2:h2-N2){Ti(C5Me3H2)2}2], in analogy
to [(µ-h2:h2-N2){Zr(C5Me4H)2}2] (Figure 4).174 N–N cleavage
into molecular nitrides was not directly observed for these
systems. However, Hou and coworkers reported full N2
splitting that is coupled to H2 elimination, starting from the
trinuclear polyhydride [{C5Me5SiMe3)Ti}3(H)7],175 which is
discussed in section 2.2.3.

Scheme 8. N2 insertion into a Nb=Nb double bond.164,165

Scheme 10. Formation of the N2 bridged [(µ-N2)-{Ti(C5Me5)2}2] via
H2 reductive elimination.171,172

Formation of [(N2){Mo(NtBuAr)3}2] from the mononuclear
trisanilide precursor and N2 is thermodynamically
unfavourable at room temperature and requires cooling
to -35 °C over several days. This reaction is catalysed by
bases, such as 2,6-dimethylpyrazine, 1-methylimidazole, 4dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) or simply KH.166 The
authors proposed that adduct formation is associated with
4
a
spin
transition
from
[Mo(NtBuAr)3]
to
2
t
[Mo(N2)(L)(N BuAr)3] as a precursor to dimerization.
Notably, Schrock’s related triamidoamine complex

N2 activation that is coupled to H2 reductive elimination was
extensively examined by Fryzuk and co-workers. Reaction
of the ditantalum complex [(µ-H)4{Ta(NPN)}2] (NPN =
PhP(CH2SiMe2NPh)2) with N2 gave [(µ-η2-η1-N2)(µH)2{Ta(NPN)}2], as the first example of the rare end-on/sideon binding mode with highly activated N2 (Scheme 11).176
Subsequent treatment of the N2 complex with boranes177,
silanes178–180, aluminum or zirconium hydrides181,182 or with
1,2-cumulenes183 enabled full cleavage of the N2 bond.
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PNP vs. 30 % for PNP’; CoCp*2: 75 % for PNP vs. 60 % for
PNP’; CPE 60 % for PNP vs. 15 % for PNP’). The
electrochemical data revealed some decay pathways that
compete with N2 activation:
Scheme 11 N2 activation coupled to H2 reductive elimination for a
ditantalum tetrahydride complex.

Reductive dehalogenation of halide complexes under an N2
atmosphere is arguably the most widespread approach for
in situ generation of low-valent, coordinatively unsaturated
metal fragments that strongly activate N2. Miller, Siewert,
Schneider and co-workers presented a mechanistic study
for the conversion of [ReCl2(PNP)] to [(N2){ReCl(PNP)}2]
(PNP = N(CH2CH2PtBu2)2), which is an intermediate in N2
splitting driven by chemical reduction (Na/Hg, CoCp*2) or
controlled potential electrolysis (CPE at –1.9 V vs.
FeCp2+/FeCp2).123 Electrochemical reduction of [ReCl2(PNP)]
under Ar and N2 (1-10 bar) was examined by cyclic
voltammetry. Digital simulation of the electrochemical data
and computational modelling support a complex ECCECtype kinetic model (Scheme 12). Initial ReIII/II reduction is
followed by N2-binding and chloride dissociation giving a
neutral, terminal ReII dinitrogen species. This intermediate
undergoes further reduction to ReI at less cathodic
potential than the ReIII starting material. The potential
inversion has been attributed to the substitution of the
anionic chloride ligand for the neutral p-acceptor N2
between the two redox events. Reduction to ReI increases
the nucleophilicity of the N2 ligand and initiates dinuclear
product formation by comproportionation with parent
[ReIIICl2(PNP)]. In analogy, Cummins and coworkers
demonstrated that the generation of [(N2){Mo(NtBuAr)3}2]
from [Mo(NtBuAr)3] is promoted by reductive redoxcatalysis.158

Scheme 12. Electrochemical formation of [(N2){ReCl(PNP)}2] via an
ECCEC-type mechanism.123

The structurally related divinyl pincer complex
[ReCl2(PNP’)] (PNP’ = N(CHCHPtBu2)2) provides an
instructive comparison.184 Chemical and electrochemical
reduction gave the respective rhenium(V) nitride product
[Re(N)Cl(PNP’)]. The weaker p-donating pincer ligand
allowed for electrolysis at less negative potential (1.7 V)
compared with the dialkylamide PNP platform. However,
the nitride yields substantially differed (Na/Hg: 80 % for

(1) [ReCl2(PNP’)] slowly decays in the presence of chloride
ions, which was attributed to the disproportionation of ReIII
to low-valent Re and [ReIVCl2(PNP’)] due to the anodically
shifted reduction potentials.
(2) The anodically shifted potentials can also lead to
detrimental over-reduction with strong reductants, like
Na/Hg.
(3) Rapid bimolecular decay of [ReIICl2(PNP’)]– competes
with N2 activation, which might diminish yields in case of
high local ReII concentrations as expected for surface
reactions (e.g. Na/Hg or electroreduction). However, the
nature of bimolecular decomposition is unresolved.
These kinetic models emphasize that N2 activation yields
are controlled by an intricate interplay of redox potentials,
mass transport and N2 binding and halide dissociation
kinetics. Strong correlations of N2 activation yields with the
nature of the reductants (e.g. alkali metals, metallocenes,
cathodic reduction) are often observed.185–187 In most
cases, empirical optimization is reported and the
parameters that control N2 activation vs. decay pathways of
reactive intermediates are relatively ill-defined.

Scheme 13. Top: Formation of [(µ-η1:η1-N2){Mo(NArtBu)3}2] and
cleavage into [Mo(N)(NArtBu)3]. Bottom: Qualitative scheme for
the relevant MO interactions of the N2 splitting step.62,112

2.2.2. Splitting of end-on bridging N2: Formation
of terminal Nitrides
The first system that undergoes N2-splitting into welldefined nitrido complexes was reported by Cummins and
co-workers (Scheme 13 Top).62 As discussed in the
preceding section, [Mo(NtBuAr)3] (Ar = 3,5-C6H3Me2) reacts
with N2 at -35 °C to the dinuclear complex [(µ-η1:η1-
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N2){Mo(NArtBu)3}2] with electronic triplet (S = 1) ground
state. Warming of this species to room temperature results
in quantitative decay to the nitride complex
[Mo(N)(NArtBu)3], following first order kinetics (DH‡ =
23.3 kcal·mol–1 and DS‡ = 2.8 cal·mol–1·K–1).112
Ar
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Scheme 14. N2-bridged divanadium complex that does not
undergo N–N bond cleavage.189

This transformation has been rationalized by Cummins and
co-workers on the basis of qualitative electronic structure
considerations. As discussed in section 2.1.1 (Scheme 3),
the dimolybdenum N2-complex exhibits an electronic p10configuration. N–N splitting into [Mo(N)(NtBuAr)3] requires
overall eight electrons to populate the MoºN p-bonds. The
N–N bond scission is accompanied by transfer of two
electrons from the p- to the s-bonding framework (Scheme
13). More specifically, the s* orbital of the N2-bridge (au)
drops in energy along the reaction coordinate with
increasing N–N distance until two electrons are transferred
from the eu originating level, which destabilizes the N–N
bond to the extent of full scission. The electronic
rearrangement from the more metal-based 2eu level to
more N-centered 1bu MO implies a net nitrogen reduction.
According to these electronic structure considerations,
thermal N2-splitting by linear dissociation of the S6
symmetric starting compound along the Mo–N–N–Mo axis
should be symmetry forbidden. Distortion within a C2hsymmetric zig-zag transition state, provides a trajectory
that enables s/p-transfer by avoided crossing.
Computational examination of the model complex [(µη1:η1-N2){Mo(NH2)3}2] confirmed the preference for a zigzag transition state with approximate N–N single bond
character after crossing onto the singlet surface.188
Cleavage of the N2 bridge was computed exothermic by ca.
20 kcal·mol-1 with an activation energy around
21 kcal·mol-1, in close agreement with experiment.

Scheme 15. Computationally proposed conformational effects for
Mo trisamide mediated N2 splitting.191–193

Related work by Mindiola and co-workers emphasizes
subtle effects, regarding the choice of metal and auxiliary
ligands. The authors reported the N2 bridged divanadium
complex [(N2){V(Odipp)(nacnac)}2] (Odipp = OC6H3-2,6-iPr2;
nacnac = HC{CMeN(C6H4-2,6-iPr2)}2; Scheme 14),189 which is
formally isovalent with Cummins’ Mo trisanilide. The V
dinitrogen complex exhibits strong N2-activation (nNN =
1374 cm–1). However, neither N–N cleavage nor reverse
coupling of the independently synthesized nitride
[V(N)(Odipp)(nacnac)] were observed. Computational
evaluation confirmed endergonic (DG0 = +31 kcal·mol–1) N2
splitting with prohibitively high kinetic barriers for either
direction. Several differences with respect to Cummins’
system were pointed out: Lower symmetry, increased
pyramidalization around the metal, lower lying V vs. Mo dorbitals,88 and weaker electron donation by the supporting
ligands lead to (over)stabilization of an open-shell-singlet
ground state with antiferromagnetically coupled VIII ions. In
fact, splitting of end-on bridging N2 into terminal nitride
ligands was not demonstrated for 3d metals, to date.

Scheme 16 Mo/Nb heterobimetallic N2 cleavage.110,194

The MO considerations for Cummins’ system (Scheme 13)
suggest that the kinetic barrier is dictated by the degree of
structural distortion of the Mo–N–N–Mo core that is
required for efficient s/p-mixing. Besides steric constraints,
the relative energy of the s*NN acceptor orbital vs. the
respective donor orbital should be an important parameter.
Modifications that stabilize the donor and destabilize the
acceptor levels should be thermochemically and kinetically
unfavorable for N–N bond cleavage. Schrock’s
triamidoamine
complex
[(µ-η1:η1-N2){Mo(TrenTMS)}2]
TMS
(Tren
= N(CH2CH2NSiMe3)3) therefore provides an
interesting comparison.117 Like Cummins’ N2-bridged Mo
trisanilide, this compound exhibits an S = 1 ground state
with similar N–N bond length. However, the N2 bridged
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complex and the respective MoVI nitride do not
interconvert. The origin of the increased kinetic barrier
might be associated with the additional amine donor trans
to the N2-bridge, which destabilizes the au MO.
Furthermore, the trigonal-bipyramidal geometry reduces
overlap of the amide ligands with the Mo–N–N–Mo porbitals (stabilizing 2eu). Similar considerations were
expressed by Stranger and co-workers in a computational
comparison of the two systems.190

Scheme 17. Formation of bridging Mo nitrides with less bulky
amide supporting ligands.168

Stranger, Yates and co-workers published a series of
computational papers about N2 splitting with Mo amides
that reflect these considerations regarding conformational
effects of the supporting ligands.191–193 Rotation of the pdonating amide ligands around the M–Namide bond impacts
mixing of the amide lone pairs with the M–N2–M π-system,
which affects M®N2 back bonding (Scheme 15). However,
the truncated model with small amide ligands incorrectly
predicted an electronic singlet ground-state for the N2bridged intermediate, contrasting with the spin multiplicity
(S = 1) of Cummins’ bulky tert-butylanilide platform.112
Calculations of the full system reproduced the triplet
ground-state, but showed that conformational effects from
amide rotation are probably not relevant.206

Scheme 18. Formation of bridging nitrides by N2 splitting with
vanadium complexes.196,197

Heterobimetallic N2 splitting was reported by Cummins and
co-workers (Scheme 16). Salt metathesis of [NbX(NR1Ar)3]
(X) (X = OTf, Cl) with Na[(N2)Mo(NR2Ar)3] (X) (R1 = Np, iPr; R2

= Np, tBu; Ar = 3,5-Me2C6H3) gave the thermally stable, N2bridged complex [(ArR1N)3Nb(µ-η1:η1-N2)Mo(NR2Ar)3]
which displayed a typical degree of N2 activation found for
π9-configurated compounds (see section 2.1.1). Reduction
results in full N–N bond cleavage and formation of
[Nb(N)(NR1Ar)3]– and [Mo(N)(NR2Ar)3].110,194
Nitrides that result from N2-splitting can undergo follow-up
adduct formation in case of less sterically demanding
supporting ligands. For example, the Mo iso-propylanilide
platform leads to the nitride bridged product [(μ2N){Mo(NiPrAr)3}2] that presumably arises from N2-splitting
and subsequent association with the precursor complex
(Scheme 17).168 Similar observations were made with labile
ligands. For example, elimination of chloride from
Li4[VIICl2(oepg)] (oepg = octaethylporphyrinogen; Scheme
18 Top) under a N2 atmosphere produces a bridging nitride
product in reported isolated yields of 25 %.196 In this case,
the nitrogen source has not been unequivocally confirmed.
For a related system supported by tripyrrol ligands, 15N
labelling proved N–N cleavage as the source of the nitride
(Scheme 18 Bottom), resulting in a mixed valent VIII/VIV µnitrido product.197

Scheme 19. Top: Synthesis of the thermally stable complex
[{Mes3Mo}2(µ-η1:η1-N2)].198 Bottom: N2-splitting by [Mo(TBOS)3]
via [{(TBOS)3Mo}2(µ-N2)].116

Several systems related to Cummins’ trisanilides have been
reported. Floriani and coworkers obtained the N2 bridged
complex [(µ-η1:η1-N2){Mo(Mes)3}2] by in situ arylation and
reduction of MoCl4(dme) with MesMgBr (Mes = 2,4,6Me3C6H2) under N2 (Scheme 19 Top).198 In contrast to the
trisanilides, this compound is thermally stable, although N–
N bond scission was achieved upon photolysis, which is
discussed in chapter 2.3. The enhanced thermal stability of
the mesityl complex might be attributed to the absence πdonation by the supporting ligands, resulting in lower lying
Mo orbitals. Bulky, hemilabile alkoxide ligands were
recently utilized by Copéret and co-workers (Scheme 19,
Bottom).116 The molybdenum(III) tris(tert-butoxy)silanote
(TBOS) precursor undergoes rapid N2 splitting. In contrast
to Cummins’ trisanilide system, the structurally
characterized, N2-bridged intermediate [{(TBOS)3Mo}2(µη1:η1-N2)] features five-coordinate Mo, which is
reminiscent of Schrock’s triamidoamine system.
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moderate kinetic barrier (DG‡ = 21.8 kcal·mol–1) via a Mo–
N–N–Mo zig-zag transition state was computed after
crossing onto the singlet surface, resembling the
experimental and computational findings for Cummins’
molybdenum trisanilides. In contrast, N–N bond scission
from a [(µ-η1:η1-N2){MoI2(PNP)}2] intermediate to MoV
nitrides was computed to be endergonic and kinetically
inaccessible at room temperature.

Scheme 21. N2-splitting by a rhenium pincer complex.121,123,203

Scheme 20. N2 cleavage by Mo pincer platforms.79,199–201

The scope of N2-splitting was later expanded by the
introduction of ligands that enforce square-pyramidal or
octahedral coordination. Several groups reported N2splitting with transition metal pincer platforms. Schrock,
Mézailles and Nishibayashi have obtained squarepyramidal MoIV nitrides upon 2-electron reduction of MoIII
halide precursors with bulky, anionic or neutral PCP, PPP or
PNP pincer ligands under a nitrogen atmosphere (Scheme
20).79,199–201 In all cases, dinuclear, linearly N2 bridged
intermediates were proposed, but not experimentally
confirmed. For Nishibayashi’s pyridine-based platform, [(µη1:η1-N2){MoI(PNP)}2] (PNP = 2,6-(tBu2PCH2)2-C5NH3) was
computed as possible intermediate.209 Such a dinuclear
intermediate was recently supported by an in situ EXAFS
study.202 The bridging N2 ligand is in apical position of
square-pyramidally coordinated Mo. The computed triplet
ground-state (p10d4) reflects the qualitative bonding picture
discussed in section 2.1.1 (Scheme 3). From there, a

This picture is corroborated by the experimental and
computational results for the isoelectronic Re pincer
platform that was introduced by Schneider and co-workers,
as the first example for group 7 mediated N2-splitting
(Scheme 21).121,123 Reduction of the ReIII or ReIV
amidodiphosphine precursors, [ReCl2(PNP)] or [ReCl3(PNP)]
(PNP = N(CH2CH2PtBu2)2), under a N2 atmosphere with
Na/Hg or CoCp*2, respectively, leads to the nitride complex
[Re(N)Cl(PNP)]. Miller, Siewert and Schneider later
demonstrated nitride formation upon electrolysis of
[ReCl2(PNP)] at -1.90 V vs. FeCp2+/FeCp2.123 N2 splitting with
the related divinyl amido pincer complex [ReCl2(PNP’)] (PNP
= N(CHCHPtBu2)2) to the nitride [Re(N)Cl(PNP’)] was
subsequently reported.184 Chemical and electrochemical
nitride yields substantially differ for the PNP (Na/Hg: 80 %,
CoCp*2: 75 %, CPE: 60 %) and PNP’ (Na/Hg: 30 %, CoCp*2:
60 %, CPE: 15 %) pincer platforms. As discussed in section
2.2.1., this was associated with the formation of N2 bridged
intermediates, like [(µ-η1:η1-N2){ReCl(pincer)}2], which
could be spectroscopically and crystallographically
characterized (Table 3). This intermediate undergoes N–N
bond cleavage with first order kinetics and a moderate
kinetic barrier (DH‡ = 24 kcal·mol–1; DS‡ = 14 cal·mol–1·K–1).
The experimental data is in agreement with DFT
computations (DH‡ = 26 kcal·mol–1), which confirmed the
triplet (p10d4) ground-state configuration and zig-zag
transition state, supporting the simple electronic structure
considerations (Scheme 3) and the analogy to Cummins’
molybdenum trisanilide system (Scheme 13).

Scheme 22. Oxidative N2 splitting by a molybdenum(0) bisdiphosphine complex.204
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The electronic structure picture for N2 splitting was further
complemented by Masuda and co-workers, who reported
an unprecedented case of oxidative N2-splitting. Chemical
or electrochemical one-electron oxidation of trans[Mo0(depe)2(N2)2] (depe = Et2PCH2CH2PEt2) gives the MoIV
nitride [Mo(N)(depe)2]+ (Scheme 22).204 The µ2-η1:η1-N2bridged, dinuclear complex [(N2){Mo(depe)2}2]2+ was
proposed as key intermediate based on in situ Raman
spectroscopy. Computational treatment supports a triplet
p10d4 configuration for the intermediate, as in the cases
discussed above. The low computed barrier for N–N
cleavage (DG‡ = 11.8 kcal·mol–1) via a singlet transition state
contrasts with the slow electrolysis rate (kEC = 2·10–4 s–1),
suggesting that the formation of the dinuclear intermediate
might be rate determining.

and N–N s* (au) MOs within the M–N–N–M core (Scheme
23). In consequence, the pincer protonation induced
transition from π8δ4 to π10δ2 ground-states favored N2splitting both thermochemically and kinetically.

Scheme 24. Acid dependent selectivity of N2 cleavage vs. proton
reduction.124

Subsequent work examined protonation induced N2
splitting for the analogous tungsten platform (Scheme
24).124 In this case, high nitride yields were obtained at low
temperatures with HOTf. In contrast, with [H(OEt2)2][BAr4F]
proton reduction and metal oxidation to [(µ-η1:η1N2){WCl(PNP)}2]2+ is preferred. This was attributed to
competing pincer nitrogen vs. metal protonation equilibria,
which depend on the respective acid. Hydrogen bonding
with OTf– stabilizes pincer protonation, while less basic
[BAr4F]– favours hydride formation, which leads to H2
evolution. This example provides a model for secondary
effects in nitrogen vs. proton reduction selectivity.

2.2.3. Splitting of side-on bridging N2: Formation
of bridging Nitrides
Scheme 23. Top: Protonation induced N2 splitting. Bottom:
Qualitative MO for pincer protonation and the transition state for
subsequent N–N splitting.122

Ligand field effects of the supporting pincer ligand were
examined by Schneider and co-workers. They reported the
isolation of thermally stable [(µ-η1:η1-N2){MoCl(PNP)}2]
(PNP = N(CH2CH2PtBu2)2; Table 3) upon reduction of
[MoCl3(PNP)] under a N2 atmosphere.122 Experimental and
computational characterization support a closed-shell p8d4
configuration (Scheme 23) with strong N2 activation (nNN =
1343 cm–1) comparable to Cummins’ π8-complex
[(N2){Mo(NtBuAr)3}2]2+ (Table 2). Protonation of [(µ-η1:η1N2){MoCl(PNP)}2] with HOTf (2 equiv) resulted in facile
cleavage of the N2 bridge and formation of the
diphosphinoamine nitrido complex [MoV(N)Cl(HPNPtBu)]+.
Spectroscopic and computational examination supported
initial, stepwise pincer protonation. Notably, the second
protonation induces a spin transition to quintet (S = 2) [(µη1:η1-N2){MoCl(HPNP)}2]OTf2, which undergoes facile
splitting (DH‡exp = 18 kcal·mol–1 and DS‡exp = –5.7 cal·mol–
1 -1
·K . The different ground-state configuration and
significant reduction of the barrier for N–N splitting were
attributed to the absence of pincer N®Mo p-donation in
the amine complex, which stabilizes both the p*-p-p* (2eu)

As discussed in section 2.1.2, side-on bridging N2 ligands are
less common. However, compared with the end-on
bridging mode, a broader variety of reactions beyond
splitting into nitrides is known, such as N–H, N–C or N–P
bond formation coupled N–N bond cleavage.26,30,77,85–87,208–
210
This can be attributed to the more exposed lone-pairs
and s*NN of N2 in the side-on bridging mode, which enables
direct attack of additional reagents at the N2 ligand. Some
of this work is discussed in section 3. However, the direct
functionalization of coordinated N2 bond falls outside the
remit of this review and was comprehensively covered by
Chirik and co-workers.80 The current section exclusively
surveys the splitting of side-on coordinated N2 into welldefined nitrides.
Bare metal clusters can bind and activate N2 up to full N–N
bond cleavage into bridging nitrides. For example, matrix
isolation studies demonstrated that Ti2 reacts with N2 in
one step to the planar, D2h symmetric dinitride [Ti(µ-N)2Ti]
without significant kinetic barrier.212–215 In contrast,
isolated Ti atoms in the electronic ground state do not
activate N2. Schwarz and co-workers examined N2 splitting
by Ta2+ in the gas phase with mass spectrometry. [Ta(µN)2Ta]+ is obtained at 298 K in a bimolecular, irreversible
step as shown by isotopic labelling.216 DFT computations
support a 3-step mechanism, i.e. (a) initial formation of an
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intermediate with µ2-h2:h1-bound N2 (Figure 1, D), (b)
rearrangement to the µ2-h2:h2-N2 binding mode within a C2v
symmetric intermediate with N–N single bond character,
and (c) almost barrierless, full N–N bond cleavage to the D2h
symmetric product. Frontier orbital analysis of these key
species shows strong metal to pNN* back donation in the C2v
symmetric intermediate. However, full N–N rupture
requires overlap of filled metal orbitals with the sNN* MO.
These findings reflect the picture for end-on N2 bridged
complexes discussed in the preceding chapter and for sideon bridging N2 presented in this section.

Scheme 25. Bis-µ-nitridovanadate obtained from hydrogenolysis
of a vanadium(III) precursor. 211

The first indication for N2-splitting into bis-µ-nitride
complexes in solution was reported by Gambarotta.211
Reduction of the cyclometalated vanadium(III) complex
[V(CH2SiMe2NSiMe3){N(SiMe3)2}PMe3] with H2 (60 atm)
gave the ion pair [V2(H)3(PMe3)6][V2(µ-N)2{N(SiMe3)2}4] in
45 % isolated yield (Scheme 25). The identity of the bridging
nitrogen atoms was inferred upon formation of ammonia
by protonolysis (see section 3.1.1). While the origin of the
nitride ligands could not be fully clarified, the absence of
byproducts that indicate N–Si bond cleavage supports the
proposed splitting of adventitious dinitrogen during
hydrogenolysis or upon subsequent workup under N2.

Scheme 26. N2 cleavage mediated by a vanadium diamidoamine
complex.151

In 1999, Cloke and co-workers reported a related vanadium
platform that mediates well-defined N2 cleavage into two
bridging nitride ligands.151 Reaction of the diamidoamine
complex [VIIICl(N2N)]2 (N2N = Me3SiN(CH2CH2NSiMe3)2) with
KC8 (1 equiv) under N2 gives the dinuclear VV/VV bis-µnitride complex [V(µ-N)(N2N)]2 (Scheme 26). Further yields
the valence delocalized VIV/VV complex K[V(N2N)(µ-N)]2. N2
activation with a truncated model (H instead of SiMe3) was
investigated computationally by Cloke and Green,217
assuming chloride loss and N2 binding after initial
reduction. Both end-on (Figure 5, A; S = 3/2) and side-on (B;
S = 1/2) coordination to VII(N2N) were considered and
calculated to be almost isoenergetic. In contrast, for
dinuclear intermediates the side-on bridging mode (D) was

favored over end-on (C) by 7 kcal·mol-1. Triplet (S = 1)
ground states were computed for both isomers. The
SOMOs of the preferred side-on isomer (Figure 5) reflect
the simple picture discussed in chapter 2.1.2 (Scheme 5).
The electronic configuration hosts five electrons in MOs
with N–N antibonding character, (p*NN)4(s*NN)1, resulting in
strong N2 activation (dNNDFT = 1.41 Å). Computation of the
(p*NN)4(s*NN)2 singlet state converged as the dinitride
product with fully ruptured N–N bond. These results
support the notion that facile N2-splitting in the µ-η2:η2bridging mode can be associated with direct M®N2 back
bonding from the metal into the s*NN MO, which is directly
accessible and at lower energy compared with the end-on
bridging binding mode. In the current case, this implies a
spin transition from a triplet ground-state of the dinuclear
intermediate, as in the end-on mode.

Figure 5. Left: Computed modes for N2 binding to [V(N2N)]. Right:
SOMOS for binding mode D (S = 1).217

Kawaguchi and co-workers presented the splitting of N2
with a related, diaryloxyanilide ligated vanadium
platform.218 Reduction of a VIII precursor with KH under N2
resulted in the formation of bis-µ-nitrido-bridged VIV/VIV
divanadium complex [{K2V(N)(ONO)}2] (ONO = 2,6-(3-tBu-5Me-2-OC6H2CH2)-4-tBu-(p-tolyl)NC6H4;
Scheme
27).
Subsequent 2-electron oxidation is associated with a
structural rearrangement of the {V(µ-N)2V} core to nitride
ligands with VºN triple bond. Importantly, re-reduction of
[{K2VV(N)(ONO)}2] did not lead back the parent VIV/VIV
complex. This suggests that N2-splitting does not proceed
via discreet, terminal nitrido intermediates that dimerize to
the final VIV/VIV product (‘fragmentation-recombination’
pathway; see below), but rather via direct formation of the
{V(N2)V}-core and N–N scission, which is in line with the
computations by Green and Cloke for the preceding
example.

Scheme 27. Oxidation of an N2 derived, bridging VIV bis-µ-nitride
complex.218
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Scheme 29. Proposed mechanism for the formation of a niobium
mono-µ-nitride via N2 splitting.219

Scheme 28. Top: N2 cleavage by a niobium calixarene complex.165
Bottom: Alternative pathways via ‘fragmentation-recombination’
(path A) vs. ‘intramolecular isomerization’ (path B).

Niobium alkoxide and amide complexes that mediate N2
splitting were reported by Floriani in 2000 and since then
examined by several groups. Reduction of end-on N2bridged [(µ2-η1:η1-N2){Nb(p-tBu-calix-[4]-(O)4)}2]2–, which
results from direct N2 insertion into a Nb=Nb bond (Scheme
8), fully cleaves the N–N bond (Scheme 28 Top).165 The bisµ-nitride product [Na]2[{Na(THF)nNb(µ-N)(p-tBu-calix[4](O)4)}2] is in equilibrium with the terminal nitrido complex.
In consequence, N2-splitting may occur either via a
‘fragmentation-recombination’ pathway, i.e. initial full N–N
scission into terminal nitrido complexes that dimerize
(Scheme 28 Bottom, Path A) or via an ‘intramolecular
isomerization’ mechanism, i.e. the intramolecular
rearrangement into the nitride bridged product (Scheme 28
Bottom, Path B), similar to route proposed by Green and
Cloke for their vanadium complex (see above). When the
reduction was carried out in dimethoxyethane (dme),
Na[(µ-η2:η2-N2)Na3(DME)n{Nb(p-tBu-calix-[4]-(O)4)}2] with
isomerized, side-on bridging and highly activated N2 could
be isolated (dNN = 1.403(8) Å). The NbIV–NbIV bond
(dNbNb = 2.635(1) Å) provides an electron reservoir for
subsequent N–N cleavage into the final NbV/NbV bis-µnitride, which is formed upon heating in pyridine. These
observations favor ‘intramolecular isomerization’ (Scheme
28, path B) over the ‘fragmentation-recombination’
pathway.

In a related system, Fryzuk and co-workers proposed a bisµ-dinitride N2-splitting product as intermediate in the
formation of a mono-µ-nitride diniobium complex (Scheme
29).219 Thermolysis of the end-on N2-bridged, dinuclear
complex
[(µ2-η1:η1-N2){Nb(P2N2)}2]
(P2N2
=
(PhPCH2SiMe2NSiMe2CH2)2) gave a mono-µ-nitride-bridged
product, where the second nitrogen atom inserted into the
macrocyclic ligand backbone. The proposed mechanism
follows an ‘intramolecular isomerization’ pathway via initial
rearrangement to the side-on bridged complex prior to
splitting into a bis-µ-nitride complex. Subsequent P–N bond
formation and chelate rearrangement was rationalized as
nucleophilic attack of a phosphine ligand at a vacant M–N
π* orbital. In analogy, a bis(phosphoraneiminato) product
was obtained with the Ti(P2N2)-system and attributed to
double, intramolecular nucleophilic P–N bond formation,
which is discussed in section 3.4.209

Scheme 30. N2 splitting with a NbV phenoxide platform.

Mindiola and co-workers reported N2-splitting by niobium
complexes with simple, monodentate phenoxide ligands.220
The reduction of the dinuclear, chloride bridged complex
[(ArO)2Nb(µ-Cl)Cl2]2 (Ar = C6H3-2,6-CHPh2) with KC8 (2 equiv)
gives [trans-NbIV(ArO)2Cl2(thf)2], which is further reduced
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under N2 to the bis-µ-nitride bridged diniobium complex
[{(ArO)2Nb}2(µ-N)2] (Scheme 30). Direct preparation by sixelectron reduction of the chloride-bridged precursor under
N2 is also possible. Notably, reduction with four equivalents
of KC8 in the absence of N2 gave K3[(ArO)4Nb2(µ-Cl)3Cl2],
which is inert towards N2.

cations as part of the structural model giving a slightly
revised mechanistic picture (Scheme 31, Bottom).224 This
work emphasizes a two-state reactivity scenario for the first
H2 elimination via a triplet intermediate with a terminal N2
ligand bound to only one Nb ion. Notably, this study
suggests that the second and rate determining hydrogen
transfer step is strongly facilitated by potassium binding.
The electrostatic interaction with the hydrazide ligand
stabilizes a structural rearrangement that reduces the
kinetic barrier for reductive H-transfer by 11 kcal·mol-1. This
observation is reminiscent of the Haber-Bosch process,
where potassium is used as promotor.225 Alkali metal
effects in homogeneous N2-splitting were more
systematically examined for iron diketiminate platforms,
which are discussed below (see Scheme 42 and Scheme
43).
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Computational analysis by Yoshizawa, Kawaguchi and coworkers suggests a stepwise process that commences with
N2 activation and NbIV/NbIV to NbV/NbV oxidation and
subsequent H2 reductive elimination.223 Two additional
reduction equivalents for full N–N cleavage of the resulting
hydrazide (N24-) intermediate are obtained from the second
H2 elimination step. This process was computed to proceed
via initial umpolung of a hydride ligand by reductive H
transfer to nitrogen with relatively high barrier, followed by
facile H2 loss. Very recent computational treatment by Luo,
Luo and co-workers also included the potassium counter
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The group of Kawaguchi heavily exploited hydride sources
as reductants for related systems. Treatment of the
dinuclear trisaryloxide complex [Nb(tBu-L)Cl2]2 (Scheme 31,
Top) with 6 equiv. of LiBHEt3 under N2 directly gave the
bis(µ-nitrido) bridged splitting product.221 A hydridebridged, dinuclear species was proposed as intermediate,
where the hydrides act as an electron reservoir, which
donates electrons to activate and split N2 upon H2 reductive
elimination. This assumption was later supported with a
modified system. A related trisphenoxide complex
[{(OOO)Nb}2(µ-H)4] (Scheme 31, Bottom) could be isolated
from a chloride precursor by salt metathesis. Reaction of
the hydride-bridged complex with N2 resulted in
elimination of all hydride ligands and full N–N bond
cleavage.222
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Scheme 31. Top: Formation of a bis(µ-nitrido) Nb complex
supported by a tridentate aryloxide ligand. Bottom: Proposed
mechanism for N2 cleavage pathway via a tetrahydride bridged
intermediate.
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Scheme 32. Possible reaction pathways for the splitting of linearly
bridging N2 into bridging nitrides with group 5 cyclopentadienyl
amidinate complexes.127

Sita and co-workers reported an extensive series of
dinuclear, N2-bridged cyclopentadienyl bisamidinate
complexes that features various degrees of N2 activation
and both end-on and side-on bridging modes (Table 4). All
group 5 complexes exhibit µ2-η1:η1-bridging dinitrogen.
While the divanadium complex is thermally stable, the
heavier Nb and Ta homologues rearrange upon warming in
hydrocarbon solution into the bis-µ-nitrido complexes
[Cp*M(μ-N){RC(NiPr)2}]2 (M = Nb, Ta), which reflects the
more negative reducing potentials of 4/5d metals and their
propensity of to form more covalent bonding.127,128 The
authors probed two possible pathways ('fragmentationrecombination’ vs. ‘intramolecular isomerization’; Scheme
32) by isotopic scrambling experiments with a mixture of
14
N2/15N2. The absence of the 14N/15N bisnitride isotopomer
favors the ‘intramolecular isomerization’ process.127 These
results are in line with simple MO considerations for µη1:η1-N2 complexes (Scheme 3), which suggest that the p8
configuration should be insufficient for N2 splitting into
terminal nitrides. Instead, µ-η2:η2-N2 binding allows for
direct back bonding into the s*NN MO (Scheme 5), leading
to N–N bond scission. A detailed computational study by
Musaev and co-workers supports this simple picture.226
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be clarified. Interestingly, the reaction is highly solvent
sensitive giving intractable product mixtures in THF.

Scheme 33. Splitting of linearly bridging N2 into bridging nitrides
with group 6 cyclopentadienyl amidinate complexes.127,227,229

The heavy group 6 analogues (Mo, W), which host two
additional electrons, cleave the N2-bridge into bridging
dinitrides either photochemically (see chapter 2.3) or
thermally, depending on the substituents of the supporting
ligands (Scheme 33).127,227–229 Complexes with less sterically
demanding amidinates (R1 = Et; R2 = Ph) undergo thermal
isomerization under ambient conditions. Analogues with
more bulky substituents (R1 = iPr; R2 = Me) require
photolysis, which was ascribed to photoinduced
hemilability of the amidinate ligand (κ2 to κ1) to facilitate
thermal splitting of the N2 bridge. The bis-µ-nitride
products were alternatively obtained upon reduction of the
respective MVI nitrido chloride complexes, indicating that
both ‘fragmentation-recombination’ and ‘intramolecular
isomerization’ could in principle be suitable pathways.

Scheme 34. N2 splitting by mediated by a titanium complex.

Group 4 mediated N2 splitting into nitrido-bridged
complexes was reported by several groups. Reduction of
the titanium(III) complex [TiCl(L)] (L = 2,5{(C4H3N)CPh2}2C4H2N(Me)) with Na/Hg gave either the a µimido-µ-nitrido product or the respective bis-µ-nitrido
complex, depending on the reaction stoichiometry
(Scheme 34).230 Initial formation of a µ-η2:η2-N2
intermediate upon reduction was proposed. Full N–N
splitting is observed with excess reductant while
insufficient amounts lead to the imide product by hydrogen
atom transfer. The origin of hydrogen equivalent could not

Liddle and co-workers reported the formation of the bis-µnitride bridged dimagnesium dititanium complex [{MgTi(µ3N)(TrenTMS)}2] (TrenTMS = N(CH2CH2NSiMe3)3) upon
reduction of [TiCl(TrenTMS)] with magnesium under N2
(Scheme 35).119 With KC8 as reductant, a dinuclear, µ-η1:η1N2 bridged complex was obtained with an N–N single bond
(Scheme 4).118 The use of Mg enables 4-electron reduction
with full N–N scission, which might be associated with the
significant structural rearrangement that stabilizes
trianionic nitride. This comparison showcases how N2
reduction selectivity can depend on structural stabilization
by Lewis acid complexation.

Scheme 35. Full splitting of N2 with a Ti TrenTMS complex.119

Hou and co-workers introduced the ‘hydride electron
reservoir’ paradigm to Ti mediated N2 splitting.
Hydrogenolysis of [Cp´Ti(CH2SiMe3)3] (Cp’ = C5Me4SiMe3;
Scheme 36, Top) gives a mixture of trinuclear [(Cp´Ti)3(µ3H)(µ2-H)6] and tetranuclear [(Cp´Ti)4(µ-H)8] (not shown).175
With the higher homologues (Zr and Hf), the tetranuclear
complexes are obtained as major product, which are inert
towards N2.231 However, the trinuclear Ti hydride complex
cleanly reacts with N2 to the splitting product [(Cp´Ti)3(µ2NH)(µ3-N)(µ2-H)2]. Formation of the bridging nitrido and
imido ligands is associated with release of two equiv. of H2.
Low temperature NMR studies revealed elimination of H2
and N2 binding as initial step (Scheme 36, Bottom).
Warming the resulting cluster [(Cp´Ti)3(µ3-η1:η2:η2-N2)(µ2H)3] to -10 °C results in cleavage of the N–N bond and
formation of the dinitride [(Cp´Ti)3(µ3-N)(µ2-N)(µ2-H)3],
which isomerizes at r.t. to give the final product. Heating
this product under N2 enables splitting of a second
equivalent, leading to the all-TiIV product [(Cp´Ti)3(µ3-N)(µ2NH)3]. This product reacts with a further equivalent of the
[Cp´Ti(CH2SiMe3)3] starting material and H2 to the
tetranuclear cluster [(Cp´Ti)4(µ3-NH)2(µ2-H)4], which is also
obtained when the parent dialkyl titanium precursor is
directly heated with a mixture of H2 and N2 (4:1). This
product also cleaves a second equiv. N2 giving the mixed
valent TiIII/TiIV diimide dinitride complex [(Cp´Ti)4(µ3NH)2(µ3-N)2]. The use of this platform for the production of
ammonia and organic nitriles is discussed in section 3.175,232
Yélamos and co-workers reported related reactivity for
[Cp*TiMe3] (Cp* = C5Me5).233 Under forming gas (H2/N2 with
ca. 15 % H2) in non-polar solvents (toluene, benzene,
fluorobenzene), the tetranuclear N2 cleavage product
[(TiCp*)4(µ3-CH)(µ3-CH2)(µ3-N)2] was obtained.
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The same group also utilized heteromultimetallic hydride
clusters for N2 cleavage (Scheme 38).235 Reaction of
[Cp’Ti(CH2SiMe3)3] with [(RuCp*)2(µ-H)4] under H2
atmosphere yields the tetranuclear hexahydride cluster
[(Cp’Ti)2(Cp*Ru)2(µ-H)6]. Reaction of [Cp’Ti(CH2SiMe3)3]
with several other transition metal hydride complexes, such
as [(OsCp*)2(µ-H)4], [{Cp*WH4}2] or [Cp*RuH3(PMe3)], gave
mixtures of uncharacterized products. However, heating of
solid [(Cp’Ti)2(Cp*Ru)2(µ-H)6] under N2 to 180 °C afforded
the imido/nitrido tris-hydride N2 splitting product
[(Cp’Ti)2(Cp*Ru)2(µ-NH)(µ-N)(µ-H)3] upon loss of one
equivalent H2 and oxidation of both Ru ions to RuIII.235

Scheme 36 Top: N2 splitting supported by polynuclear titanium
hydrides.175 Bottom: Proposed pathways for N2-binding and –
cleavage.

In an expansion of this concept, Hou and co-workers
recently reported CrCp’-mediated dinitrogen cleavage
(Scheme 37).234 Hydrogenolysis of [Cp’Cr(µ-Me)]2 results in
either the dinuclear dihydride complex [Cp’Cr(µ-H)]2 or the
trinuclear tetrahydride [(Cp’Cr)3(µ3-H)(µ-H)3], depending on
the concentration. The latter is also obtained upon heating
a neat sample of [Cp’Cr(µ-H)]2, under an H2 atmosphere.
Two equivalents of dinuclear [Cp’Cr(µ-H)]2 react with N2 at
low
temperatures
upon
H2
elimination
to
[(Cp’Cr)4(µ3-N)2(µ3-H)2]. All four Cr-ions are oxidized to CrIII
in the cubane-type bisnitride/bishydride N2 splitting
product. It undergoes intramolecular C-H activation at a Cp’
ligand at r.t. to yield an equilibrium mixture of two
tetrachromium imide/nitride/dihydride stereoisomers.
Addition of H2 to this mixture forms the cubane type
tetranuclear chromium bisimide/bishydride complex
[(Cp’Cr)4(µ3-NH)2(µ3-H)2]. In contrast, N2 cleavage with
trinuclear
[(Cp’Cr)3(µ3-H)(µ-H)3]
requires
elevated
temperatures and gives the trinuclear, {CrII2CrIII} bisimido
cluster [(Cp’Cr)3(µ3-NH)2].

Scheme 38 N2 cleavage by a heteromultimetallic Ru/Ti
hexahydride cluster reported by Hou and co-workers.235

Hou and co-workers also utilized pincer ligands for Ti
hydride mediated N2 splitting. Under H2/N2, the
bis-(2-(di-iso-propylphosphino)-4-methylphenyl)amido
ligated titanium(III) dialkyl complex [Ti(CH2SiMe3)2(PNP)]
(PNP = N(C6H3-2-PiPr2-4-CH3)2; Scheme 39) forms the
dititanium complex [(μ-η1:η2-N2){Ti(μ-H)(PNP)}2] with a rare
end-on/side-on coordinated diazenide (N22–, 1.301(3) Å)
ligand.236 Upon heating under H2, rearrangement into the
dititanium µ-nitrido µ-imido hydrido complex [(PNP)HTi(μNH)(μ-N)Ti(PNP)] with full N–N bond scission is observed.
The dinuclear tetrahydride [{(PNP)Ti}2(μ2-H)4] was found as
intermediate to N2 activation, resembling the mechanism
found by Kawaguchi for niobium phenoxides (Scheme 31).
DFT calculations for the rearrangement showed that the full
N–N bond cleavage is catalyzed by additional H2, which
initiates the H– to H+ umpolung reaction by heterolysis
across a Ti(N2) fragment and subsequent H2 reductive
elimination of two hydride ligands.

Scheme 39 N2 splitting supported by a titanium diphenyl amido
PNP pincer complex.
Scheme 37 CrCp’-mediated N2-cleavage reported by Hou and coworkers (Cp’ = C5H4SiMe3).234
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The use of a more rigid acridane-based PNP pincer (acriPNP
= 4,5-bis(di-iso-propylphosphino)-2,7,9,9-tetramethyl-9Hacridin-10-ide), allowed for more facile N2 activation,
(Scheme 40).237 Heating of the end-on/side-on-N2 bis-µhydrido complex [(μ-η1:η2-N2)(μ-H)2{Ti(acriPNP)}2] to 60 °C in
hexane the absence of H2 resulted in H2 elimination,
cyclometalation of a PiPr group and P–N coupling.
Hydrogenolysis gave the µ-nitride µ-imide hydride complex
[(acriPNP)HTi(μ-NH)(μ-N)Ti(PNPacri)] in analogy to the
diphenylamido-platform.
Alternatively,
at
room
temperature in THF this N–N cleavage product could be
directly obtained. At these conditions, the diphenylamido
ligated system displays no reactivity. Furthermore,
reversible H2 loss gave the bis-µ-nitrido complex [(μN)2{Ti(acriPNP)}2] over several days. This bis-µ-nitride
complex might also be an intermediate in the P–N coupling
reaction, which proceeds at 60 °C. Related reactivity had
been previously reported by Fryzuk and co-workers (see
section 3.4, Scheme 96).208
Scheme 41. Reactivity of [(μ-η1:η2-N2)(μ-H)2{Ti(acriPNP)}2] with
Lewis-acidic main group organometallics. Top: With ZnMe2 and
MgMe2. Center: With AlMe3. Bottom: With B(C6F5)3.

Scheme 40. N2 splitting supported by the Ti(acriPNP) platform.237

The ‘hydride electron reservior’ paradigm could be
expanded to alkane reductive elimination. The reaction of
[(μ-η1:η2-N2){Ti(μ-H)(acriPNP)}2] with ZnMe2 or MgMe2 (2
equiv.) results in methane release and concomitant
isomerization of the {Ti2N2} core to [(µ2-η1:η1N2){Ti(CH3)(acriPNP)}2] (Scheme 41). The dihydride precursor
could be restored with H2. Interestingly, with AlMe3 (2
equiv., 60 °C, benzene) full N2 cleavage is obtained
affording the heterometallic, dinitride-bridged complex
[(AlMe2)2(µ2-N)2{Ti(CH3)(acriPNP)2], which is also formed
upon addition of AlMe3 to [(μ-N)2{Ti(acriPNP)}2]. Stepwise
addition of the 2 equiv. AlMe3 gave an aluminum N2-adduct,
which can be interconverted to the final product. These
observation lead to the proposed mechanism shown in
Scheme 41.
Addition of B(C6F5)3 (1 equiv.) to [(μ-η1:η2-N2){Ti(μH)(acriPNP)}2] results in rapid formation of the borane
adduct [{(C6F5)3B}(µ2-η1:η2-N2){Ti(µ-H)(acriPNP)}2]. This
product slowly undergoes N–N cleavage to an asymmetric
product with one Ti–Ti and one Ti–B bridging nitride,
respectively (Scheme 41), which is accompanied by H2elimination and migration of a C6F5 group. Again, the
formation of a dinitride Lewis-acid adduct was proposed as
key intermediate. These reactions point at new
opportunities for Lewis-acid induced N2 splitting using main
group organometallics.

Holland and co-workers examined iron mediated N2
activation and splitting in detail. In close relation to
biological N2 fixation and the Haber-Bosch process, which
are both iron catalyzed, this work pushed the frontier for N2
splitting and functionalization towards earth abundant
metals. An extensive series of diketiminate (nacnac) halide
complexes were used as precursors. Reduction of halide
precursors with bulky nacnac-ligands gave thermally stable,
N2-bridged complexes (Table 5). In contrast, less bulky
nacnac supporting ligands provided access to N2 splitting
into tri- and tetranuclear bis-µ-nitrides (Scheme 42).238,239
With non-coordinating solvents such as pentane and
toluene, no N2 cleavage products were obtained. While the
structural selectivity strongly depends on the reductant, all
products preserved a [(µ-N)2{Fe(nacnac)}3]– unit that
features a {FeIII2FeII(N)2}-core as confirmed by Mößbauer
spectroscopy. Furthermore, they are stabilized by alkali
counter cations coordination to one of the bridging nitrides.

Scheme 42. Iron mediated N2 cleavage upon reduction with
different alkali metals as reported by Holland and coworkers238,239
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Variation of reductants and reaction stoichiometry also
gave dinitrogen-bridged products without full N–N
splitting. The use of CsC8 (2 eq.) led to the bis-dinitrogen
triiron complex Cs2[(µ2-η1:η1-N2)2(µ2-Cl){Fe(nacnac)}3]
(Scheme 43).239 With 4 eq. MC8 (M = K, Rb, Cs), the trisdinitrogen complexes M2[{(µ2-η1:η1-N2)3Fe(nacnac)}3] were
obtained. Interestingly, the bis-dinitrogen complex did not
give the tris-dinitrogen compound with additional CsC8,
indicating that it is not an intermediate for the formation of
[{(µ2-η1:η1-N2)3Fe(nacnac)}3]2–, which proceeds under
kinetic control.

Scheme 43. Formation trinuclear iron N2 complexes instead of N2
splitting products with Cs or excess reductant, respectively.

Computational evaluation indicated that the trinuclear
end-on/end-on/side-on (EES) N2-bridged species K[(µ3η2:η2-N2){Fe(nacnac)}3] (K[EES-Fe3N2]; Scheme 44) with an
electronic nonet ground state is a key intermediate for N2
cleavage.185,239 The N–N splitting step was computed to
occur by rearrangement into the quintet end-on/sideon/side-on bis-µ-nitride isomer K[ESS-Fe3(N)2] (Scheme 44).
In contrast, cleavage at the neutral 10[EES-Fe3N2] stage into
the 6[ESS-Fe3(N)2] isomer is thermodynamically
unfavourable. Both reduction and potassium coordination
are required to obtain exergonic N2 splitting and the
authors proposed that the K[EES-Fe3N2] key intermediate
might not form in case of over-reduction with excess
reductant. These findings provided the first molecular
model for the role of the alkali metal promoters in HaberBosch related catalysis. The trinuclear activation
mechanism might also be reflected by work from Murray
and co-workers, who prearranged three Fe(nacnac) units
within a supramolecular assembly.240 However, it not clear
whether formation of the product with a {(NHx)3(FeL)3}-core
(L = nacnac) proceeds through initial N–N splitting within
the cavity formed by the three Fe(nacnac) ions or another
mechanism.

Scheme 44. Proposed key step for N2 splitting with Holland’s iron
diketiminate platform. All substituents on the nacnac-ligand were
omitted for clarity.185,239

Iron piano-stool complexes with bulky cyclopentadienyl
ligands were also utilized in N2 splitting. Preliminary work
came from the group of Sitzmann, which obtained the
dinuclear dinitride [Cp’’Fe(µ2-N)]2 (Cp’’ = C5iPr5) upon
reduction, e.g. of [Cp’’FeBr(dme)] with Na/Hg under
N2.241,242 However, the formation of [Cp’’Fe(µ2-N)]2 was not
examined in more detail. The related complex [Cp’’’Fe(µ2N)]2 (Cp’’’ = C5-1,2,4-tBu3H2) was prepared by Walter and
co-workers using azide as nitrogen source.243 This
compound was described as diferryl complex with two
intermediate-spin FeIV ions that are antiferromagnetically
coupled to form an open-shell singlet ground state with
considerable second-order paramagnetism. Most recently,
reduction of [Cp’’’Fe(µ2-I)]2 with KC8 (2 equiv.) under N2 led
to a trinuclear splitting product, i.e. the tri(iron)bis(nitrido)
compound [(Cpʹ’’Fe)3(μ3-N)2] (Scheme 45).244 The magnetic
(µeffRT = 3.22 µB) and EPR data are in agreement with three
low spin ferric ions that are weakly antiferromagnetically
coupled (J = -1.36 cm-1) to give an S = ½ ground state at 5 K.
Notably, this compound is a rare example for an N2 derived
nitride complex that reacts with H2, which is discussed in
section 3.3.1.

Scheme 45 {Cp’’’Fe}-mediated N2-cleavage to a trinuclear
bisnitrido complex.244

In comparison, reduction of the mononuclear iron(II)
carbene complex [Cpʹ’’FeI(NHC)] (NHC = 1,3-diisopropyl4,5-dimethylimidazol-2-ylidene) under the same conditions
gave the iron(I) complex [Cpʹ’’Fe(NHC)(N2)] with weakly
bound N2 and no sign for N–N cleavage (Scheme 46). This
observation might indicate that low coordination numbers
are required to enable multinuclear N2 activation via
(partial) side-on coordination as shown computationally for
the Fe(nacnac) platform (see above).245 However, the
mechanism of N2 splitting with bulky {CpFe} piano-stool
platforms is yet to be examined in detail.
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Scheme 46 Synthesis of [Cpʹ’’Fe(NHC)(N2)].245

The side-on bonding motif of N2 is commonly found for fblock metals. A matrix isolation IR spectroscopic study
demonstrated that end-on/side-on µ-h2:h1-N2 (Figure 1, D)
bound to bare Gd2 isomerizes upon thermal annealing to
[Gd(µ-N)2Gd] with full N–N bond cleavage, resembling the
mechanism found for bare Ta2+ (see above).231 However, N2
splitting into f-block nitrido complexes is surprisingly
scarcely developed in solution. Gambarotta and co-workers
reported full N–N cleavage upon reduction of a uranium(III)
complex with potassium napthalide under N2 (Scheme
47).246 The mixed-valent UV/UIV product K[{K(µN)U(calix[4]tetrapyrrole)}2] was isolated in 61% yield. Each
bridging nitride also binds a potassium ion. The group of
Mazzanti disclosed a series of uranium complexes with
strong N2 activation that gave rise to facile nitrogen
functionalization follow-up reactivity.146,147 As N2 splitting
into nitrido complexes was not directly obtained, this work
is beyond the scope of this review.

Scheme 47 N2-splitting promoted by uranium.246

Most recently, the group of Zhu reported the full cleavage
of N2 mediated by a multimetallic U/Rh cluster (Scheme
48).247 Reduction of the [Rh{U(NP2N)}2Cl5] (NP2N =
NCH3(CH2CH2NPiPr2)2) with excess KC8 in the presence of N2
gave bisnitride-bridged [Rh{U2(μ-N)(NP2N)2}2]. N2 splitting
was confirmed by 15N-labeling. Hydrolysis with pyridinium
hydrochloride released NH4+ in 82% yield. Stepwise
reduction with two and subsequently 6 eq. KC8 (under N2)
allowed for the identification of the putative intermediate
[Rh(μ-Cl){U(NP2N)Cl}2]. Magnetic characterization of the
multimetallic complexes show strong temperature
dependence of the magnetic moment, which was
rationalized by the presence of UIV in all cases. The initial 2electron reduction is therefore assigned as RhI to Rh-I redox
process, while all further reduction equivalents are
ultimately N2 centred, which was supported by
computational analysis. Notably, reductive N2 splitting was
not observed for mononuclear [U(NP2N)Cl2(THF)],
supporting U/Rh cooperativity as a prerequisite.

Scheme 48 N2 cleavage by a multinuclear U/Rh cluster.247

2.3. Photochemical N2 splitting
The functionalization of nitrides that result from N2 splitting
often requires strong electrophiles and/or harsh reaction
conditions (see chapter 3), suggesting thermodynamic
overstabilization of the nitride products. Photochemically
driven, endothermic N2 cleavage is an attractive strategy to
obtain more reactive nitride products. In this case, reverse
N–N coupling needs to be kinetically unfavorable or the
endothermic nitride products have to be efficiently trapped
by follow-up reactions. However, only a small number of
examples for photochemically driven N2-clevage into
nitrides have so far been reported and were recently
reviewed by Krewald.248 In some cases, it is not known,
whether the lack of thermal N2 splitting is attributed to
thermochemical or kinetic reasons. Furthermore, a deeper
understanding of the underlying photophysics is yet to be
developed to enable the improvement of quantum yields.

Scheme 49. Photolytic N2 splitting reported by Floriani and
proposed mechanism.198

The first example for photochemically driven N2-cleavage
was reported by Floriani and co-workers.198 Photolysis of
the N2-bridged dimolybdenum complex [(µ-η1:η1-
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N2)(Mo(Mes)3)2] (Mes = 2,4,6-Me3C6H2) with UV light (λ =
365 nm) resulted in the formation of the dinuclear nitride
[(µ-N){Mo(Mes)3}2] (Scheme 49). The thermal stability of
[(µ-η1:η1-N2)(Mo(Mes)3)2] contrasts with Cummins’
structurally related trisanilides, which undergo thermal N2splitting at room temperature. This was ascribed to poorer
σ- and lack of π-donation by the supporting mesityl ligands
(see section 2.2.2). A mechanism for the formation of [(µN){MoMes3}2] was proposed via initial N-N cleavage into
terminal MoVI nitrides and subsequent product formation
with the parent N2 complex. However, this mechanism was
later challenged (see below). The isovalent vanadium
complex [K(dyg)]2[(µ-η1:η1-N2)VMes3] is thermally and
photochemically inert with respect to N2 splitting.113

Scheme 50. Proposed bifurcated photochemical reaction pathway
leading to M–N and N–N splitting.

Photochemical N2-splitting of the trisanilide [(µ-η1:η1N2){Mo(NtBuAr)3}2] was also reported.111 Photolysis
(λ = 365 nm) at temperatures that preclude thermal
splitting led to a 1:1 mixture of the nitride splitting product
and parent [Mo(NArtBu)3] with an overall quantum yield
around 5 %. This was rationalized with a bifurcated
pathway that results in either N–N or Mo–N scission upon
photolysis. Bridging nitride formation is prevented by the
bulky auxiliary ligands. This result offers an alternative
route for the formation of bridging mononitrides (Scheme
50) than Floriani’s proposed mechanism (Scheme 49).
Subsequent examination of [(µ-η1:η1-N2){Mo(NtBuAr)3}2]
with pump-probe UV-vis transient spectroscopy provided
further insight.249 Excitation was examined in the range
450-600 nm around a strong absorption band at 534 nm,
which was assigned to an excitation from the eg4eu2 triplet
ground state (Scheme 3) to an eg3eu3 excited state, which
implies Mo to N2 charge-transfer within the {Mo–N–N–
Mo}-core from the more metal based p–p*–p MO to an N2centered p*–p–p* MO. The temporal evolution of the
transient absorption indicated extremely rapid, sub-ps (t1 =
300-800 fs) internal conversion (IC) back to a hot ground
state that is facilitated by vibronic coupling with bending
modes of the Mo–N–N–Mo core. The authors propose that
subsequent vibrational energy redistribution (VER) and
cooling (t2 = 2-7 ps) compete with both M–N and N–N
cleavage and solvent cage escape. The nearly equal M–N
and N–N dissociation quantum yields contrast with
different thermal barriers for the two pathways, reflecting
non-statistical VER. In consequence, the photo-driven N2

splitting proceeds from a vibrationally hot ground state that
affords different selectivities for N–N over M–N scission as
the thermal process. To date, this is the time-resolved study
on photolytic N2 cleavage.
The groups of Scholes and Chirik examined the
photophysics of the dinitrogen bridged complex [(μ-η1-η1N2){Mo(PhTpy)(PPh2Me)2}2]2+ (Figure 3, n = 2) which is not
photochemically active.250 Excitation of the singlet ground
state at various wavelengths between 440-1150 nm
exhibited the same transient dynamics, which were
modelled by global analysis with four time constants. The
Mo(PhTpy) unit acts as chromophore populating a 1MLCT
state with terpyridine p* character on a sub-ps timescale.
Subsequent relaxation within a few ps via IC and
intersystem crossing leads to a 3MLCT state with effective
electron transfer from the PhTpy ligand to the Mo(N2)-core.
The increased transient electron density might render the
N2-ligand more susceptible to nucleophilic attack. However,
bimolecular reactivity is hampered by low 3MLCT lifetimes
(10-15 ps). The authors therefore proposed the use of more
electron deficient TPy ligands to delay excited state decay.
Pendant acidic sites might be able too rapidly trap the
excited state by intramolecular N2 protonation. This
strategy was previously proposed in a theoretical study by
Reiher and Sellmann.251 Examinations of the Mo(PhTpy)system with ultrafast coherence spectroscopy showed that
vibrational modes of the terpyridine and the {Mo2N2}-core
are coupled by Fermi-resonance in the excited state leading
to efficient energy transfer from chromophore to N2.252 This
particular system so far proved thermally and
photochemically inert towards N2 functionalization.
However, the results guide fundamental strategies for
photochemical N2 fixation regarding the interplay of light
harvesting and subsequent electron transfer to
coordinated N2.

Scheme 51. Photolytic cleavage of [(µ-N2){Os(NH3)5}2]5+ with
subsequent disproportionation of the formed Os(V)-nitride.

The key strategy in N2 photoactivation to drive endergonic
N2 cleavage by photolysis can be guided by nitride
complexes that undergo N–N coupling as the microscopic
reverse of N2-splitting. This reaction has been reported for
several group 6 to 9 complexes.253–267 For example, classic
work from Basolo and Taube demonstrated the coupling of
[MV(N)L5]n+ (M = Ru, Os; L = NH3),253,254 which is driven due
to filled M–N p* MOs of the nitride complexes. In turn,
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Kunkely and Vogler reported N–N splitting of the OsII/III
mixed valent, dinuclear complex [(µ-N2){Os(NH3)5}2]5+
(Scheme 51) upon photolysis (l = 250–390 nm) in acidic,
aqueous solution (10–3 M triflic acid) with quantum yields
around 0.2 %.268 The nitride [OsVI(N)(NH3)4]3+ was identified
as one product (1.7 eq.) by luminescence spectroscopy. In
addition, the formation of [OsIII(NH3)5(H2O)]3+ was proposed
as a result of OsV nitride disproportionation as discussed in
chapter 3.1.2. Attempts to photolytically split the N–N bond
of the OsIII/III dimer [(µ-N2){OsIII(NH3)5}2]6+ were
unsuccessful, presumably due to population of ligand-field
states that lead to N2 loss. In a subsequent paper, photolysis
of the mixed valent diosmium N2 complex in the presence
of ClO2 was reported to give the nitrosyl complex
[Os(NH3)5(NO)]+.269 However, the nitrogen source for the
NO ligand was not confirmed by isotopic labeling.

Scheme 52. Qualitative MO scheme for N–N cleavage of [(µN2){Os(NH3)5}2]5+.104

Vogler’s
photoactive
system
was
examined
computationally by Krewald and González using
multiconfigurational electronic structure methods that
include spin-orbit effects (SO-CASPT2).104 The electronic
structure of the valence-delocalized (Robin-Day class III),
N2-bridged starting compound reflects the qualitative
picture for a p11d4 (Scheme 3) doublet ground state, which
is further split by spin-orbit coupling. In agreement with the
simple, qualitative picture from thermal N2 splitting,
elongation of the N–N bond stabilizes the σ-σ*-σ MO within
the Os–N–N–Os core (Scheme 52). Full N–N cleavage
ultimately results from population of this orbital. However,
the high density of states below the excitation energy
emphasizes that the photoreactivity needs to be
rationalized in terms of electronic states rather than just
population of orbitals. Crossing between these states might
complicate the picture. While the nature of the productive
excitation could not be fully clarified, the authors
envisioned two possible sceanrios for photo-driven N–N
cleavage: (a) Excitation to a state with distorted Os–N–N–

Os core (such as the ‘zig-zag’ distortion of the thermal path)
leading to stabilization and ultimately population of the ss*-s MO, or (b) direct excitation into a dissociative state
with (s-s*-s)1 or (s-s*-s)2 configuration. These processes
should be most effective for electron transfer from a p*-pp* MO, which would further strengthen the M–N and
weaken the N–N interaction.

Scheme 53. Photochemical N2 cleavage of group 6 amidinate
complexes.227

The groups of Sita, Nishibayashi, Schneider and Miller
reported phot-driven N2 splitting with group 6 and 7
complexes. While Sita’s [(µ-η1:η1-N2){Cp*M(amEt)}2]
(M = Mo, W; Scheme 33) undergo thermal splitting, the
analogous complexes [(µ-η1:η1-N2){Cp*M(amiPr)}2] with
bulkier amidinate ligands are thermally stable. However,
photolysis revealed photo-driven N–N cleavage (Scheme
53) to the bis-µ-nitride bridged complexes [(μN)2{Cp*MV(am)}2] and in case of Mo also the mononitride
[(μ-N){Cp*Mo(am)}2].227 The product distribution suggests
competing M–N and N–N cleavage via ‘fragmentationrecombination’ (Scheme 32) pathways, but photo-driven,
intramolecular end-on to side-on N2-isomerization could
not be fully excluded. In a computational study, Krewald
identified different photoactive states that could be
relevant for N2 cleavage:270,271 An LMCT transition from the
Mo–N–N–Mo p-system to the metal with high oscillator
strength might lead to N–N bond weakening. In addition,
several transitions with amidinate to N2 LLCT character
were found that are only present in the photoactive
compound. Population of these states might lead to
amidinate hemilability enabling isomerization of the
Mo(N2)Mo core. However, the high density of states in the
Franck Condon region renders computational estimation of
the excited state dynamics difficult. Time-resolved studies
are required to rationalize the photophysics and -chemistry
of this system and the ones discussed below.
Nishibayashi and co-workers reported the structurally
related N2-bridged redox series [(µ-N2){Cp*Mo(depf)}2]n+
(n = 0, 1, 2) (Scheme 54).257 In agreement with simple MO
considerations (Scheme 3), the neutral complex (n = 0) with
π10d4 configuration features the lowest degree of N2
activation. While [(µ-N2){Cp*Mo(depf)}2] proved thermally
stable, photolysis (λ = 400–580 nm) enabled facile N–N
cleavage. Chemical oxidation of the MoIV nitride product
[Cp*Mo(N)(depf)] triggers thermally driven reverse N–N
coupling to the linearly N2-bridged π8δ4 complex [(µN2){Cp*Mo(depf)}2]2+, suggesting that N–N bond splitting
and coupling are not sterically hindered but electronically
controlled. TD-DFT computations revealed an electronic
transition in the productive region of the UV-vis spectrum
with predominant Mo to N2 MLCT character.
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cis,cis-[(µ-N2){ReCl2(PONOP)}2],
which
is
the
thermodynamically most stable isomer. Thermal N–N bond
cleavage into nitrides is endergonic for all three isomers
(∆G0 = +10.5 – +13.9 kcal·mol–1) and associated with high
kinetic barriers (∆G‡ = 51 – 53 kcal·mol–1). Interestingly,
photolytic N2 splitting was reported with largely different
quantum efficiencies for the three isomers. After 2 h of
photolysis a quantum yield of only F405nm = 0.3 % was
obtained for a trans,trans:trans,cis mixture of 8:1 and only
minor conversion even after bulk photolysis for more than
9 days. In contrast, a cis,trans:cis,cis mixture of 1:1 gave
much higher quantum yield (F405nm = 11 %) and 47 %
overall conversion after 7 h. The origin of the significantly
different quantum yields are not known.
Scheme 54. Redox series [{Cp*Mo(depf)}2(µ-N2)]n (n = 0,1+,2+),
that features photochemical N2 splitting and thermal nitride
coupling.257

Schneider, Krewald and co-workers reported the
photoinduced splitting of [(µ-η1:η1-N2){ReCl2(HPNPiPr)}2]
(HPNPiPr = HN(CH2CH2PiPr2)2).139 In contrast to [(µ-η1:η1N2){ReCl(PNPtBu)}2] with five-coordinate Re (Scheme 21),
the octahedral complex is thermally stable. This was
attributed to the additional ligand trans to the N2 bridge
and the absence of amide p-donation, which should
disfavor N–N splitting (see section 2.2.2). Photolysis at
around 400 nm results in almost quantitative formation of
the nitride [Re(N)Cl2(HPNPiPr)] with a quantum yield of <1 %
(Scheme 55). N2-splitting is accompanied by trans- to cisdichloride isomerization, which is thermodynamically
favored at the nitride stage. The UV-vis spectrum of the
parent N2 complex qualitatively resembles that of
Nishibayashi’s photoactive, Mo complex. Wavelength
selective photolysis indicated that the intense low-energy
band of the Re complex at 578 nm (Mo: 748 nm) is
unproductive, while excitation at 400 nm leads to rapid N2
dissociation. Based on TD-DFT, the productive excitation
was tentatively assigned to an MLCT transition from the
metal centered δ/δ*-orbitals to the π*-π*-π* MO of the
Re–N–N–Re core. This excitation weakens N–N bonding
and increases the flexibility of the N2 core, which might
promote splitting through a zig-zag transition state.

Scheme 55. Photolytic N2 splitting with Re(PNP) complexes.139

Miller and co-workers presented a related, photoactive
rhenium pincer platform.272 Reduction of the rhenium(III)
complex [ReCl3(PONOP)] (PONOP = 2,6-(iPr2PO)2-C5NH3)
under
N2
initially
gave
trans,trans-[(µ2-η1:η1N2){ReCl2(PONOP)}2], with both pyridine groups trans to the
N2 bridge (Scheme 56). Upon heating, the initial product
rearranges to cis,trans-[(µ-N2){ReCl2(PONOP)}2] and finally

Scheme 56. Photolytic N2 splitting with Re(POCOP) complexes.

2.4. Conclusions and Outlook
The splitting of N2 into well-defined terminal or bridging
nitrido complexes has grown to a mature field with several
examples for a variety of group 4 (Ti),125,175,230,232,233,235,236 5
(V, Nb, Ta),110,113–115,127,128,151,165,194,196,197,218–224,273 6 (Cr, Mo,
W),62,79,110,111,116,122,124,125,127,163,198–201,204,227–229,234,257
7
(Re),121,123,139,184,203,272 and 8 (Fe, Ru, Os)132–134,235,238,239,244,268
transition metals and some f-block metals (Gd, U).231,246,247
Coupling with electrochemical reduction and photo-driven
cleavage by direct excitation of N2 complexes recently
emerged, offering new prospect to synthetic strategies. The
comparison of these systems allows for the extraction of
some qualitative guidelines regarding the parameters that
control the N–N splitting reactivity as a starting point for
the choice of suitable metal/ligand platforms. This
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electronic structure picture of complexes in solution is
complemented by N2 splitting with bare transition metal
and lanthanide atoms, clusters and ions that were
examined in the gas-phase and matrix isolation studies.
All N–N splitting reactions that are mechanistically welldefined proceed through di- or multinuclear, N2 bridged
intermediates. Simple descriptors for the degree of N2
activation in precursor complexes, like N–N stretching
modes or bond lengths, are not sufficient to predict the
cleavage of the N–N bond. As electronic prerequisite for
productive N–N cleavage, the molecular orbital with N2 santibonding character needs to be populated along the
reaction coordinate. The electronic reorganization that
transfers electrons from predominantly metal centred MOs
implies that the cleavage of the bridging N2 ligand is
reductive with respect to nitrogen. From these simple
considerations, it is not surprising that strong s- (e.g.
hydride, aryl, diketiminates, phosphines) and p-donating
(e.g. amides, alkoxides) supporting ligands are prevalent
and N2 splitting, e.g., with carbonyl complexes, has not
been reported, to date. However, the actual degree of
metal to nitrogen electron transfer upon N–N cleavage
depends on the relative covalency of metal bonding to the
N2 and nitride ligands, respectively, which has not been
systematically
examined.
Electronic
structure
considerations provide a basis to rationalize some
‘privileged N2-intermediates’, which are (1) end-on N2
bridged dinuclear complexes that form terminal nitride
products and (2) side-on N2 bridged di- and multinuclear
complexes that split into bridging nitrides.
Several routes for the formation of the N2 bridged
precursor complexes are well established. Direct binding of
N2 to low-valent precursor complexes was enabled with
bulky ligands that stabilize coordinatively unsaturated
precursors.109,111–114,117,146,147,167,189,194,198,204,218
Steric
shielding by the auxiliary ligands has to be well-adjusted to
allow for the formation of di- or multinuclear complexes,
yet prevent deactivation, e.g., by direct metal-metal
(multiple) bonding.158–163 However, the insertion of N2 into
a Nb=Nb bond was also reported.164,165 Alternatively,
‘operationally coordinatively unsaturated’ precursors were
utilized, which carry hemilabile ligands or undergo in situ
reductive elimination of ligands that is coupled to N2
activation.116,168 The latter conceptually resembles the
enzyme [Fe,Mo]-nitrogenase which reductively eliminates
H2 prior to N2 binding. In analogy to the biological
prototype, organometallic polyhydrides were recently
more frequently used as precursors.24,136,169,170,175,176,221–
224,232–236
Arguably the most widespread approach is in situ
chemical or electrochemical reduction of halide
complexes.79,118,119,121–125,127,128,131–134,139,145,151,153,184,196–
201,203,217,220,230,238,239,257,272
In that case, the mechanistic
details that lead to the dinitrogen intermediates, which
undergo N–N cleavage, and even the nature of these key
species are often ill-defined. For a rhenium pincer complex,
a complex, multistep full mechanism of reductive N2

splitting was obtained from electrochemical analysis.123 The
yield was controlled by an intricate interplay of redox
processes, N2 activation and ligand substitution kinetics vs.
decay pathways. In consequence, selectivities of reductive
N2 splitting often strongly depend on the nature of
(chemical) reductants and reaction conditions.

2.4.1. Splitting of end-on bridging N2
Several dinuclear, end-on N2 bridged complexes were
reported that undergo N–N bond cleavage into terminal
nitrides.62,79,110,112,116,121–124,139,184,194,199–202,204,272 In some
cases, mono- or dinitride bridged, dinuclear follow-up
products were obtained.127,128,165,168,196–198,201,227–229 Some
computational and very few experimental studies provide
thermodynamic and kinetic data on the N–N cleavage step
from linearly N2 bridged, dinuclear complexes (Table 6). The
current body of work supports some simplified guidelines:
(1) As a general feature, the key LnM–N–N–MLn species that
undergo N–N cleavage exhibit electronic configurations
with ten electrons in the p-MO manifold of the M–N–N–M
core (Scheme 3), regardless of the nature of the metal or
ligand field, which control the accessibility of the
productive redox and spin states. Precursors with idealized
tetrahedral metal coordination, L3M(N2)ML3 (e.g. Table 6,
entries 1-2), or related trigonal bipyramidal geometry
(Table 6, entry 3), adopt π10 triplet (S = 1) ground-states that
lead to closed-shell, terminal nitrides.62,110,112,116,168,194,198
Similar considerations apply to square-pyramidal
precursors, such as group 6 and 7 pincer complexes, which
were utilized in thermally, electrochemically and
photochemically driven N2 splitting (e.g. Table 6, entries 412).79,122–124,139,184,199–202,204,272 There, two additional,
energetically low-lying, non-bonding metal d-orbitals of the
M–N–N–M core with d-symmetry have to be considered,
resulting in a broader variety of suitable π10δx ground-state
configurations and spin states. N–N splitting has been
reported for complexes with π10δ4 (S = 1) and π10δ2 (S = 2)
configuration, respectively. In situ formation of reactive
π10δ2 intermediates upon spin transition from thermally
stable π8δ4 (S = 0) precursors that was initiated by auxiliary
ligand protonation has also been reported. This is in line
with the necessity to access a reactive π10δx state and
showcases the impact of the supporting ligands.122,124 The
use of redox active ligands as electron relays might be an
interesting strategy to N–N bond cleavage, which is yet to
be systematically evaluated.130
(2) The N–N splitting reaction is defined by net electron
transfer from predominantly metal centred MOs (p*-p-p*)
to the s–s*–s derived MO, which is associated with spin
pairing. The formally trianionic nitride ligands of the
products are stabilized by covalent bonding with metal
ions. N–N cleavage will therefore be favoured by M®N2 p
back donation and covalent bonding. In fact, N2 splitting
into terminal nitride complexes is still restricted to 2nd and
3rd row transition metal complexes, which exhibit more
diffusive d-orbitals that enable better overlap than the 1st
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row analogues. The relevance of the higher spin-orbit
coupling of heavy metals for the thermochemistry and
kinetics of N–N cleavage, which proceeds on multiple spin
surfaces, is currently ill-defined.274,275
(3) All computational studies described the electronic
reorganization that leads to N–N splitting by a zig-zag
transition state of the M–N–N–M core with M–N multiple
bond character, which is reached after crossing onto the
spin surface of the nitrido product.62,79,112,121–124,188,189,204
The non-linear trajectory imposes constraints on the steric
bulk of the auxiliary ligands. Kinetic barriers should
correlate with the relative energies of the p*–p–p* and s–
s*–s originating MOs along the zig-zag reaction
coordinate, which defines the degree of s/p-mixing. For
example, auxiliary ligands that destabilize the p*–p–p* MO
by p-donation were proposed to facilitate the reaction. In
turn, increasing kinetic barriers can be expected by s–s*–
s destabilization, e.g. from strong-field ligands trans to the
N2-bridge.117,139,272 In fact, N–N cleavage on this route is
almost exclusively restricted to precursors with a vacant
site trans to N2. However, this limitation might be
circumvented by isomerization of the precursor to side-on
bridging N2 prior to N–N bond cleavage,127,128,227–229,257 or by
photolytic N–N splitting. Overall, more systematic studies
are required to improve the understanding of steric and
electronic effects of the auxiliary ligands.
(4) A small number of N2 complexes that are thermally
stable undergo N–N scission upon electronic excitation, like
some octahedral dirhenium pincer complexes (Table 6,
entries 9-12).139,272 Photochemical N–N cleavage has great
potential to drive weakly exergonic or even endergonic
formation of more reactive nitrido products. At this point,
only one ultrafast time-resolved study has been carried out,
which indicated that N–N scission proceeded from a
vibrationally hot ground state after excitation and rapid
(sub-ps) electronic relaxation.111,249 Beyond this work, the
photophysics and dynamics of photoactive systems are
currently poorly understood.

2.4.2. Splitting of side-on bridging N2
The scission of side-on bridging N2 to bridging μ2- or μ3dinitrides is well established for complexes with varying
nuclearity. This includes all 1st row transition metals and fblock examples, which might be attributed to weaker pbonding that arises from poorer orbital overlap compared
with 2nd and 3rd row homologues and destabilizes terminal
nitrido products. In addition, contact ion pair formation
with k-N bound alkaline metal cations that originate from
the reducing agent often stabilizes the nitrido products,
supporting high N-centred basicity due to ionic M–N
bonding. In consequence, the nature of the reductant can
have a strong impact on N2 splitting reactivity and
selectivity with instructive examples given, e.g., by the work
of Holland (Fe; Scheme 42) and Liddle (Ti; Scheme 35). N–
N splitting that is triggered by the addition of Lewis acids
(e.g. Scheme 41) might be similarly rationalized in terms of

stabilization of metal to N charge transfer. More recently, a
growing body of work presented N2 splitting starting from
transition metal hydride precursors, which is
mechanistically coupled to proton transfer to one of the
nitrogen atoms (e.g. Scheme 39). N–N scission can there be
rationalized as an intramolecular 2e–/1H+ PCET step that
prevents high charge build-up at the reduced nitrogen
atom.
In comparison to the cleavage of linearly bridging N2 into
terminal nitride ligands, mechanistic models, which point
out suitable key intermediates that undergo N–N splitting
to bridging nitrides are more multifaceted regarding, e.g.,
preferred nuclearity and electronic structure. In many
cases, the nitride bridged products are directly obtained by
in situ N2 activation without identification of key
intermediates. Nevertheless, some recurring structural
motifs and electronic structure considerations offer some
synthetic strategies:
(1) The splitting of dinuclear μ2-η2:η2-N2 complexes is
frequently observed for 1st-3rd row transition metals, giving
dinitride complexes with four-membered {M2(N)2} cores as
immediate products. Orbital overlap of the metal with sideon bound N2 is lower than for end-on bound N2. In
consequence, this binding mode is prevalent for early
transition metals and f-block elements, which generally
exhibit increased ionic bonding. However, this coordination
mode allows for direct back bonding from metal d-orbitals
into the N2 s* MO (Scheme 5), which needs to be
populated for full N–N cleavage. This results in strong N2
activation and often low kinetic barriers due to little
structural and electronic reorganization along the
trajectory from bridging side-on N2 to dinitride. For
example, the reaction of bare Ti2 with N2 in cryogenic matrix
to D2h-symmetric Ti(N)2Ti is essentially barrierless.212
Related transient {M(μ2-η2:η2-N2)M} key intermediates in
N2 splitting are often not directly observed.
(2) Experimental and computational work showed that
some {M(μ2-η1:η1-N2)M}2 complexes that cannot access the
zig-zag transition state, which leads to terminal nitride
products (see section 2.4.1), can rearrange to the {M(μ2η2:η2-N2)M} isomer prior to N–N cleavage. In contrast to
this ‘intramolecular isomerization’ mechanism, an
alternative ‘fragmentation recombination’ pathway
(Scheme 32) from linearly N2 bridged species to dinitride
bridged products has not been confirmed for thermally
driven N2 splitting. An interesting question remains, if the
end-on to side-on isomerization can be triggered by
photochemical excitation, as shown for a mononuclear
terminal N2 complex by photocrystallography.276
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Table 6 Comparison of thermodynamic and kinetic parameters for cleavage of linearly bridging N2 into terminal nitrido
ligands.
Entry

Reaction

∆G‡
[kcal mol-1]

∆G°calc
[kcal mol-1]

Ref.

1

R = N(tBu)Ar
Ar = 3,5-Me2C6H3

22.5 (exp)

n.a.

112

2

R = NH2

20.8 (calc)

-20.5

188

R=H

33.9 (calc)

-12.1

116

R = tBu

n.a.

-40.2

116

21.8 (calc)

-27.6

79

-40.3

123

-37

122

21.7 (calc)

-49.6

124

11.8 (calc)

-69.1

204

9

53.2 (calc)

+13.9

272

10

52.5 (calc)

+13.1

272

11

51.3 (calc)

+10.5

272

12

41.8 (calc)

-8.8

139

3

4

M = Re;
R = none; n = 0
M = Mo;
R = H; n = 1
M = W;
R = H; n = 1

5
6
7

+

2+
Et2P

8

PEt2

Mo N
Et2 P

PEt2

Et2 P

PEt2

N Mo
Et 2P
PEt2

19.8 (exp)
26.9 (calc)
19.5 (exp)
21 (calc)

Et 2P

PEt2
2 Mo N
Et2P
PEt2
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(3) Qualitative assessment of the MO scheme for side-on
bridging N2 (Scheme 5) suggests some constraints with
respect to suitable spin states. For example, classic
theoretical work from Green on Cloke’s vanadium system
supports that N–N scission proceeds from a triplet
(p*NN)4(s*NN)1(n.b.)1 ground state of a {V(μ2-η2:η2-N2)V} key
intermediate by crossing onto the (p*NN)4(s*NN)2(n.b.)0
singlet surface, which leads to the dinitride product (n.b. =
non-bonding d orbitals).151,217 This interpretation suggests
that N–N splitting should be kinetically favored by auxiliary
ligands that destabilize metal-based d-orbitals, e.g. by
strong s- and p-donation. Once again, the impact of
supporting ligands L on the reactivity of the [LnM(μ2-η2:η2N2)MLn] key intermediates is yet to be systematically
examined.
(4) Similar electronic arguments might also apply for
Holland’s trinuclear iron system that reduces N2 into two
bridging nitrides upon coordination to three formal
FeI(nacnac) fragments (Scheme 42).238,239 Computational
evaluation of the N–N cleavage step indicates a structural
and electronic reorganization along the reaction
coordinate:185 N–N cleavage requires the isomerization of
the reactive 9[EES-FeI3(N2)]– (EES = end-on/end-on/side-on)
state to the end-on/side-on/side-on (ESS) dinitride
intermediate, 5[ESS-FeIII3(N)2]–, which is associated with a
transition from nonet (S = 4) to quintet (S = 2) and might
proceed with a low kinetic barrier.

nitride [Mo(N)(NtBuAr)3] (Ar = C6H3-3,5-Me2) with a series
of strong Lewis acids (Scheme 57).280 The use of Brønsted
acid or C-electrophiles enables the generation of valuable
products, like ammonia or organic targets from N2 via
splitting into nitrides. As was pointed out in the
introduction section, N2 functionalization with full splitting
of the N–N bond has a thermochemical advantage due to
the relatively weak N–N single bond.66 Attractive targets
are products with strong bonds to nitrogen, such as
heterocumulenes or nitriles (D0HCN = 937 kJ·mol–1),42 which
can offset the high BDE of N2 (941 kJ·mol-1). Synthetic
methodologies that lead to such products via nitride
functionalization with electrophiles has been reported by
several groups and will be discussed in this section. Notably,
nitride transfer that clearly relies on nucleophilic attack at
N2 derived nitrido species has not been reported, to date.

Scheme 57. Lewis adduct formation of an N2 derived nitrido
complex.

3. Functionalization of Nitrides from N2 Splitting

3.1. N–H Bond Formation

The chemistry of molecular transition metal nitrides is a
mature field and has been covered several times by
comprehensive reviews.63–65 The reactivity of terminal
nitride ligands, MºN, has been rationalized by the polarity
of M–N p-bonding. High lying d-orbitals (low-valent, early
to mid-transition metals) result in strong d+MºNd–
polarization. In consequence, the nitrogen atom exhibits
nucleophilic reactivity and electrophilic attack will be
centred at the lone-pair, which often defines the HOMO of
terminal nitrido complexes. In turn, low lying d-orbitals
(high-valent, mid to late transition metal ions) effect
increasingly electrophilic reactivity, as was reported, e.g.
for some OsVI and for IrV nitrides,265,277 which is associated
with attack of nucleophiles at the more nitrogen centred
M–N p*MO, which often defines the LUMO. Predictions
that arise from this simple picture should be taken with
caution. For example, formation of phosphoraniminates
with phosphines is often considered as archetypal
electrophilic nitride reactivity. However, phosphines are
ambiphiles that are not only electron donors but also
acceptors into a P–C s*-MO, which can even be the
dominant interaction of phosphines with terminal
nitrides.278,279

A well-defined molecular catalyst for the nitrogen
reduction reaction (NRR) was first reported in 2003, in the
seminal work performed by Yandulov and Schrock.281 Since
then, several other catalytically active transition metal
complexes have been established. This emerging field was
very recently comprehensively reviewed by Peters and coworkers.49 Early model systems for synthetic nitrogen
fixation were proposed to proceed via nitride key
intermediates, which deliver ammonia upon subsequent
hydrolysis.20,22,24,33,282,283 The few mechanistically wellcharacterized molecular N2 fixation catalysts resemble
nitrogenase reactivity in a way that successive PCET at N2
leads to stepwise reduction of the N–N bond order until full
cleavage is achieved. Three fundamental pathways of this
‘associative’ route, i.e. the distal, alternative and hybrid
mechanisms, are defined by the order of PCET sites.49
Nitrido complexes occur as intermediates on the distal
pathway. However, Nishibayashi and co-workers suggested
an alternative mechanistic scenario for Mo pincer catalysts
that proceeds through initial full N2 cleavage into nitrides
and subsequent PCET steps (see section 3.2.1).79 This
mechanism, which resembles a molecular model of HaberBosch catalysis, remains to be fully verified. In this section,
N–H bond formation of nitrides that originate from N2
splitting is discussed as a basis for such alternative N2
fixation scenarios.

The redox-neutral coordination of Lewis acids to the nitrido
lone pair is a common reaction that reflects the nucleophilic
nitrido character.63–65 For example, Cummins and coworkers reported adduct formation for the N2 derived
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3.1.1. Protonolysis Reactions
The protonolysis with excess Brønsted acid is often
examined as control experiment to support nitride
formation from N2 with 15N labeling and probe whether a
system might be competent for nitrogen fixation. In
contrast to nitride products, dinitrogen complexes often
result in metal oxidation and N2 liberation upon
hydrolysis.284 However, these experiments have to
interpreted with caution, as highly covalent nitrido
complexes can have high hydrolytic stability.

Scheme 59. Synthetic cycle for the formation of ammonia via
protonolysis of dinitrogen derived nitrides.

Gambarotta and co-workers obtained the vanadium
dinitride complex [V2(H)3(PMe3)6][V2(µ-N)2{N(SiMe3)2}4]
(Scheme
58
Top)
upon
reducing
[V(CH2SiMe2NSiMe3){N(SiMe3)2}PMe3] with H2 (60 atm).211
The origin of the nitride ligands could not be clarified (see
section 2.2.2). However, evidence for N2 splitting was
provided by protonolysis with HCl, which gave ammonia,
dihydrogen and unidentified vanadium products.
Protonolysis was similarly utilized to supported the
structural assignment of a related, dinitrogen derived
vanadium complex (Scheme 58 Centre).197 15N2 isotopic
labelling confirmed dinitrogen as the N-source. Mindiola
and co-workers reported the protonolysis of a dinitrogen
derived diniobium bis-µ-nitride complex and its reduced
form (Scheme 58 Bottom), which structurally resemble
Gambarotta’s vanadium disilylamido nitride.220 Both
niobium complexes yield ammonium chloride, as well as
free phenol and undefined niobium degradation products.

A synthetic cycle for ammonia generation, via N2 splitting
and nitride protonolysis was reported by Kawaguchi and
coworkers (Scheme 59).285 Redox neutral protonolysis of
the bis-µ-nitride diniobium splitting product with eight
equivalents of 2,6-lutidinium chloride releases ammonia.
Imido, amido or ammine intermediates could not be
isolated. Comparison with Mindiola’s monodentate
phenolate compound (see above) suggests that
degradation is prevented by the use of a chelating ligand
framework. Competing protonation of supporting ligands
has been reported for several N2-derived nitrides, such as
the rhenium nitrides [Re(N)Cl(PNP)] and [Re(N)Cl(PNP’)]
(PNP = N(CH2CH2PtBu2)2; PNP’ = N(CHCHPtBu2)2) (Scheme
60 Top).121,184 Metal centered protonation was reported by
Schrock and co-workers for a related, N2-derived MoIV
pincer complex (Scheme 60, Bottom).199 NMR
characterization indicates, that the hydrogen atom bridges
the metal and a phosphine ligand.

Scheme 60. Top: Protonation of supporting ligands sets. Bottom:
Protonation of molybdenum phosphine bond.

Scheme 58. Top and Centre: Protonolysis of vanadium nitrides
generated from N2. Bottom: Protonolysis of N2 derived niobium
nitrides.

Metal protonation can ultimately lead to acid induced
metal oxidation as an alternative to or competing reaction
with nitride hydrolysis. For example, the reaction of
lutidinium acid with MoIV nitride [Cp*Mo(N)(depf)], which
originates from photolytic N2 splitting (vide supra), gives the
parent imido complex [Cp*Mo(NH)(depf)]+ in 39 % yield
besides the nitride coupling product [(N2){Cp*Mo(depf)}2]2+
and dihydrogen (Scheme 61).202 The dinitrogen bridged
product is also obtained upon oxidation of the MoIV nitride
with [FeCp2][BF4] and subsequent nitride coupling. Related
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to this, Schneider and co-workers reported that the
dinitrogen ditungsten complex [(µ-η1:η1-N2){WCl(PNP)}2]
(PNP = N(CH2CH2PtBu2)2) is oxidized to [(µ-η1:η1N2){WCl(PNP)}2]2+ with concomitant H2 evolution upon
protonation with [H(OEt2)2][B{C6H4-3,5-(CF3)2}4] (Scheme
24).124 However, with the weaker acid HOTf the supporting
pincer ligand is preferentially protonated at the amide
group, subsequently leading to the N2 splitting product
[W(N)Cl(HPNP)]+ at low temperatures. Based on kinetic
measurements and DFT calculations, H2 evolution was
attributed to metal protonation and subsequent
protonolysis of the hydride intermediate. The orthogonal
selectivity achieved with HOTf was attributed to the
stabilization of pincer protonation by hydrogen bonding
with the triflate anion (see 2.2.1). Such pathways could be
relevant for competing, undesired proton reduction that is
generally observed during catalytic nitrogen fixation.

removal. This interpretation is further supported by
Mößbauer spectroscopic characterization of the amide
nitride C–H activation product. The presence of one highspin iron(II) and two high-spin iron(III) ions indicate an
overall redox neutral reaction, which is consistent with
deprotonation of the benzyl group rather than a radical H
atom transfer reaction. Benzylic C–H activation was
similarly observed upon reducing the imido and amido
species [(µ3-N)(µ2-NHx){Fe(nacnac)}3] (X = 1, 2) with KC8/18crown-6 (Scheme 63 Bottom). These results indicate a high
basicity of nitrogenous ligands upon reduction suggesting
ammonia formation by proton coupled electron transfer
(PCET). In fact, controlled release of ammonia from the
parent dinitride complex could be obtained with the PCET
reagent 1,3,5-tri-tert-butylphenol (TBP), which is discussed
in the next section.

Scheme 61. Synthesis of a parent imido species by protonation of
a N2 derived MoIV nitrido complex.

The Liddle group reported the protonolysis of a bis-µnitride dititanium complex with excess ethereal
hydrochloric acid, resulting in ammonia release and
undefined degradation products (Scheme 62).119 However,
more controlled reactivity was obtained with the weaker
acid [HPtBu3][HB(C6F5)3] (6 eq.) giving up to 1.25 eq. NH3
from N2 as confirmed by 15N and 2H labelling experiments.
The structure of the titanium product could not be clarified.
Notably, the acid can be generated in situ from H2
heterolysis with the Frustrated Lewis Pair PtBu3/B(C6F5)3
giving rise to a rare example for ammonia generation from
N2 and H2 at ambient conditions.286

Scheme 62. Reaction of titanium nitride with acids.

Holland and co-workers examined in detail the protonolysis
of their Fe(nacnac) N2 splitting product (Scheme 63
Top).186,287 Excess acid gave up to 1.88 eq. (94 % yield) of
ammonia, free diketimine ligand and undefined iron
species. Variation of the acid did not yield clear trends with
respect to ammonia yield or the ability to avoid degradation
of the remaining Fe(nacnac) fragments. Removal of the
potassium cations from the nitride key intermediate with
18-crown-6 results in benzylic C–H activation of a xylyl
substituent (Scheme 63 Centre).288 C–H activation is
suppressed by electrophiles, such as methyl tosylate,
pointing at nucleophilic nitride reactivity after potassium

Scheme 63. Top: Protolytic degradation of tetrairon nitride
complex in the formation of ammonium. Center: Benzylic C–H
deprotonation upon cation complexation. Bottom: Benzylic C–H
deprotonation upon reduction.

Walter and co-workers recently reported that an N2 derived
triiron di-µ3-nitride complex (Scheme 64).244 The respective
triiron di-µ3-imido complex was obtained from selective
reaction with H2 (see Section 3.1.3). Both cluster products
form ammonia in yields up to 80 % upon protonolysis with
HCl. The observation of free tri-tert-cyclopentadiene ligand
indicated protolytic degradation of the remaining {Cp’’’Fe}
fragments.
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Assuming a selective molecular NRR catalyst, the maximum
suitable overpotential of electrochemical NRR would be
defined by the overpotential for heterogeneous HRR, which
is, e.g., in case of a glassy carbon cathode around E0 = -1.1 V
– 0.056 pKa.295

Scheme 65. Generation of ammonia from a metal nitride by
photo-driven PCET.

Scheme 64. Protonolysis of triiron nitride and imide complexes
derived from N2.

3.1.2. Proton Coupled Electron Transfer (PCET)
PCET plays an important role in biological and synthetic
nitrogen fixation, both with respect to the thermochemical
coupling and the kinetic degree of concertedness.10,39,304
Computational studies of molecular N2 fixation catalysts
pointed out several reaction steps within consecutive
protonation/reduction sequences, where unfavourable
intermediates might be bypassed by concerted proton
electron transfer (CPET).39,49 Schrock and co-workers
examined electrochemical PCET of MNHx species in
nitrogen fixation.289 Chirik and co-workers emphasized the
potential relevance of pyridyl radicals that are formed by in
situ reduction of pyridinium-based acids for many nitrogen
fixation protocols,39,290 such as Nishibayashi’s catalyst.292
Peters and co-workers showed that [Cp*Co(C5Me5H)]+ is
formed in situ from CoCp*2 and [H2NPh2]OTf as a PCET
reagent with low C–H bond dissociation free energy
(BDFECH = 31 kcal×mol–1).291,293,294 For comprehensive
coverage of the role of PCET in synthetic nitrogen fixation
we would like to refer to excellent recent reviews.8,49
The thermodynamics for the nitrogen reduction reaction
(NRR) in acetonitrile, as a typical organic solvent, has been
discussed by Lindley et al. (all potentials vs.
FeCp2+/FeCp2),295

The suitability of selective NRR vs. HRR via dissociative
pathways, viz. full N2 splitting and subsequent PCET,
depends on the relative N–H bond dissociation free
energies (BDFENH) for the M–NHx imido (x = 1), amido (x =
2) and ammine (x = 3) species. Several groups reported
BDFENH data for molecular M–NHx complexes.39,298–301
Chirik, Knowles and coworkers also explored the viability of
photodriven PCET for the hydrogenolysis of nitrides
(Scheme 65).302 However, the body of available data is still
rather limited and the vast majority refers to systems that
do not originate from N2 splitting, which will not be
discussed here.

Scheme 66. Conversion of N2 to amide mediated by thorium.

The group of Gambarotta reported N2 activation and full
cleavage upon reduction of a thorium(IV) complex (Scheme
66).303 The origin of the nitrogen atom in the parent amide
product was confirmed by labelling with 15N2. However, the
reaction mechanism as well as the origin of the two
hydrogen atoms remain unknown.

N2(g) + 6 HBase+(MeCN) + 6 e– ⇌ 2 NH3(MeCN) + 6 Base
E0(N2(g)/NH3(MeCN)) = +0.035 V – 0.059 pKa
N2(g) + 8 HBase+(MeCN) + 6 e– ⇌ 2 NH4+(MeCN) + 8 Base
E0(N2(g)/NH4+(MeCN)) = +0.361 V – 0.079 pKa
Comparison with the standard potential for the hydrogen
reduction reaction (HRR),296,297
2 HBase+(MeCN) + 2 e– ⇌ H2(g) + 2 Base(MeCN)
E0(HBase+(MeCN)/H2(g)) = -0.028 V – 0.059 pKa
reveals a thermochemical bias of up to DE0 = 390 mV (DDG0
= 9.0 kcal·mol–1), in favor of NRR at highly acidic conditions.

Scheme 67. PCET reactivity of Holland’s nitride.
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Scheme 68. Ammonia formation from photolytic N2-splitting and subsequent proton coupled nitride disproportionation.

Well-defined PCET reactivity of their tetrairon bis-µ-nitride
complex that originates from N2 splitting (see section 2.2.3,
Scheme 42) was examined by Holland and co-workers
(Scheme 67).186 Both nitride ligands are released as
ammonia upon reaction with 6 eq. of the PCET reagent
2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenol (TBP; in C6D6: BDFEOH = 76.7
kcal·mol-1). Several intermediates were spectroscopically
and structurally characterized leading to a proposed
mechanism, which is defined by a series of protonolysis and
PCET steps. Initial protonolysis gives a trinuclear
nirido/imido complex, which electronically resembles the
starting material. Zero-field Mößbauer spectroscopy is
consistent with two high-spin iron(III) ions (d = 0.29 mm·s-1,
|DEQ| = 1.58 mm·s–1) bound to both bridging nitrogen
ligands and one dangling high-spin FeII(nacnac) group (d =
0.61 mm·s–1, |DEQ| = 1.34 mm·s–1). Mößbauer spectra of
the products from the two subsequent PCET steps indicate
stepwise reduction of the bridging ferric ions to high-spin
iron(II). All mixed valent compounds are valence localized
at 80 K on the Mößbauer timescale, which might contribute
to the low reduction potentials of the involved species, that
of the {FeIII2FeII}/{FeII2FeIII} couple (E0 = –2.27 V vs. Fc+/Fc).
This rules out stepwise ET/PT for the first PCET step, but the
level of concertedness could not be fully clarified.

reducing the MoIV nitride with excess CoCp*2/[LutH][BArF4]
in toluene. However, this solvent does not allow for an
accurate estimate of the BDFEeff of the reductant/acid
combination due to the lack of thermochemical data. For
comparison, BDFEeff of CoCp*2/[LutH][BArF4] can be
estimated as approximately 30 kcal×mol-1 in acetonitrile and
28 kcal mol-1 in THF. 304–310
PCET-type follow-up reactivity of a nitride that is derived by
photochemical N2 splitting was reported by Kunkeley and
Vogler (Scheme 68).268 Photolysis of the mixed-valent
complex [(NH3)5OsII(N2)OsIII(NH3)5]5+ in acidic aqueous
solution gives the stable osmium(VI) nitride [Os(N)(NH3)4]3+
and an additional osmium photoproduct, which was
assigned as [OsIII(NH3)5(H2O)]3+. Furthermore, the detection
of almost 2 equiv. NH3 with respect to the N2 complex
supports nitrogen fixation. The authors proposed a PCET
pathway as outlined in Scheme 68: [OsV(N)(NH3)4]2+, as the
second expected photoproduct from N2 splitting, should be
strongly reducing due to a high-lying SOMO with p*OsºN
character. In consequence, several proton-coupled
disproportionation steps lead to additional OsVI nitride and
OsII. This example showcases that photodriven N2 splitting
can be utilized to access highly reactive nitride
photoproducts that are amenable to facile follow-up
reactivity, like PCET.
N
O

Scheme 69. PECT of a N2 derived molybdenum nitride with 1,4cyclohexadiene induced by oxidation.

Nishibayashi and co-workers reported that the oxidation of
N2 derived nitride [Cp*MoIV(N)(depf)] with ferrocenium in
the presence of cyclohexadiene gives a mixture of the
parent imide complex [Cp*MoIV(NH)(depf)]+ and the N2
bridged product [(N2){Cp*MoII(depf)}2]2+ (Scheme 69).257
The nitride coupling product is observed in higher yield in
the absence of the hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) reagent
suggesting that an in situ generated MoV nitride undergoes
competing hydrogen atom transfer vs. oxidative coupling.
This allows for estimating a lower limit for the MoIV imide
N–H bond strength (BDFEN-H ˃ 68 kcal×mol-1). The authors
also report the formation of up to 0.37 eq. ammonia upon
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Scheme 70. Ammonium generation from a N2 derived rhenium
nitride with the PCET reagent SmI2/H2O.

The rhenium nitride complex [Re(N)Cl2(PONOP)] (PONOP =
2,6-bis-(di-iso-propylphosphinito)pyridine) obtained by
Miller and co-workers via photochemical N2 splitting
(Scheme 56) was also examined towards PCET reactivity.272
Computational analysis of relevant Re–NHx species
indicated a low BDFEN-H = 43 kcal×mol–1 for the first PCET
product, [ReIV(NH)Cl2(PONOP)], as compared, e.g. with the
respective amide [ReIII(NH2)Cl2(PONOP)] (BDFEN-H =
78 kcal×mol-1). In consequence, the parent imido complex
should readily disproportionate and was not observed
experimentally. The thermochemical analysis for
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[Re(N)Cl2(PONOP)] indicates that a PCET reagent with low
BDFEeff is required for ammonia generation. This was
accomplished with SmI2/H2O (10:100; BDFEO-H =
26 kcal×mol–1), giving stoichiometric amounts of
ammonium (74 %; Scheme 70). Poor yields were obtained
with CoCp*2/Ph2NH2+ as PCET reagent (in MeCN: BDFEeff =
19 kcal×mol-1; for protonated CoCp*2 BDECH = 31 kcal×mol-1
was estimated by DFT)291. No hydrogenolysis was observed
with TEMPO-H (BDFEO-H = 67 kcal×mol-1 in MeCN).
Comparison of the square-pyramidal nitrides from
Nishibayashi (Scheme 71), Vogler (Scheme 68) and Miller
(Scheme 70) reflect simple MO considerations for terminal
nitride complexes. The strong two-faced p-donor ligand
destabilizes two d orbitals (dxz/dyz with MºN along z-axis).
In consequence, low reduction potentials can be generally
expected for nitrides with d2 configuration (e.g. MoIV or ReV)
and therefore low BDFENH for the d3 parent imides (M=NH,
e.g. MoIII or ReIV) that result from PCET to these nitrides. The
second PCET step forms a single-faced p-donor ligand
(amide) thereby reducing the p-mismatch. These very
simple considerations suggest that the very first PCET step
might generally define a thermochemical bottleneck for
such nitrides.

Scheme 71. Proposed mechanism for catalytic ammonia
production via dinuclear homolytic dinitrogen cleavage.

Nishibayashi and coworkers recently reported catalytic
nitrogen fixation with SmI2/H2O in THF as PCET reductant
using the carbene based molybdenum pincer catalyst
[MoCl3(PCP)] (PCP = 1,3-bis((di-tert-butylphosphino)methyl)benzimidazol-2-ylidene) with exceptional yield and
activity up to TON = 4,350 and TOF = 117 min-1.311 The
reaction mechanism was not yet examined in detail.
However, a related pincer catalyst led to the proposal of a
novel route for homogeneously catalyzed N2 fixation via
initial splitting as key step (Scheme 71).79 The
molybdenum(IV) complex [MoI3(PNP)] (PNP = NC5H3-2,6(CH2PtBu2)2) and the respective nitride [Mo(N)I(PNP)] are
competent precatalysts for NRR with PCET reagents, like
CoCp*2/[ColH]OTf in toluene or SmI2/ethyleneglycol in
THF.79,311 Importantly, the nitride is also formed by
reductive N2 splitting from the triiodide precursor in the

absence of acid with CoCp*2 and releases ammonia in 60 %
yield upon reaction with CoCp*2 (3 eq.) / [ColH]OTf (4 eq.).
These stoichiometric reactions led to proposed mechanism
for catalytic NRR depicted in Scheme 71.

3.1.3. Hydrogenolysis of Nitrides with H2
Ammonia synthesis directly from its elements at ambient
conditions is a longstanding goal for homogeneous catalysis
as an alternative to the Haber-Bosch process. Early studies
from Brintzinger suggested N2 cleavage and partial
hydrogenation upon activation by titanocene(III)
hydrides.169,170 Related, seminal work from Chirik’s group
later demonstrated full hydrogenolysis of the N2 complex
[(Cp’2Zr)2(µ-η2:η2-N2)] (Cp’ = C5Me4H), giving ammonia in up
to 15 % yield.157 This reaction does not proceed through a
nitride intermediate and is therefore not covered here, but
was previously reviewed elsewhere.312
N2 splitting (section 2.2.3) and hydrogenolysis was
extensively examined by Hou and co-workers, starting from
titanium half-sandwich complexes. For example, the
titanium polyhydride cluster [(Cp´Ti)3(µ3-H)(µ2-H)6] (Cp’ =
C5Me4SiMe3; Scheme 36, Top), which originates from
hydrogenoylsis of a titanium(IV) trisalkyl complex, forms
the trinuclear nitrido/imido cluster [(Cp´Ti)3(µ2-NH)(µ3N)(µ2-H)2] with N2.175 Reaction of a related, N2 derived
tetranuclear bis-µ3-imido/bis-µ3-nitrido cluster with H2
results in hydrogenation of the two remaining nitride
ligands into imides (Scheme 72).313 DFT analysis indicates
that the H2 activation reaction proceeds through H2
heterolysis at a cluster edge and subsequent migration of
the resulting hydride ligand to the last remaining nitride.

Scheme 72. Activation of dihydrogen by a bis-µ-nitride bis-µ-imide
tetratitanium cluster.

A closely related bis-µ3-nitride tetratitanium complex was
synthesized by Yélamos and co-workers by reaction of
pentamethylcyclopentadienyl trimethyl titanium with
forming gas.233 In analogy to Hou’s route with H2, the
reaction with four equivalents of ammonia borane as
formal H2 source led to a tertra-µ3-imido tetratitanium
complex, accompanied by dehydrocoupling of the
hydrogen transfer reagent (Scheme 73).
The Hou group recently reported that the dititanium bis-µnitride pincer complex [{(acriPNP)Ti}2(μ-N)2] (acriPNP = 4,5bis(di-iso-propylphosphino)-2,7,9,9-tetramethyl-9Hacridin-10-ide), which was derived by N2 splitting (Scheme
40), reacts with H2 to the dititanium µ-nitride µ-imide
hydride complex [(acriPNP)HTi(µ-NH)(μ-N)2Ti(PNPacri)].237 At
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room temperature, this compound slowly eliminates H2
demonstrating the reversibility of H2 heterolysis across the
Ti-nitride bond.

Scheme 73. Protonation and hydrogenation of a bis-µ-nitride
tetratitanium cluster derived from N2.

In an unusual transformation, the Sitzmann group observed
ligand amination upon hydrogenolysis of the N2 derived
diirondinitride [Cp’’Fe(µ2-N)]2 (Cp’’ = C5iPr5).241 From the
reaction
mixture,
both
free
penta-isopropylcyclopentadiene and amino-iso-propyltetra-isopropylcyclopentadiene were recovered upon workup.
However, the mechanism of ligand amination was not
examined.

Haber-Bosch process. Solid state 15N Hahn-echo magic
angle spinning NMR spectroscopy of the 15N enriched
nitrido complex showed clean conversion to the di-µ3imide, which could not be observed in solution due to
paramagnetic broadening. Monitoring the reaction with
57
Fe Mößbauer spectroscopy allowed for estimating a
kinetic barrier for H2 addition to the parent dinitride
(ΔG‡295K = 23.7(2) kcal mol-1). Reaction of the bisimido
cluster with H2 in solution gave only around 0.5 %
ammonia. The significantly lower NH3 yield suggests that
this compound might not be an intermediate in nitride
hydrogenolysis.
Notably,
a
structurally
related
3
tricyclopentadienylchromium(II)di-µ -imide complex was
recently obtained by Hou and co-workers directly from the
reaction of a trinuclear chromium hydride cluster with N2
(Scheme 37).234

3.2. N–Si, N-Ge and N–B Bond Formation
Cummins’ molybdenum(VI) nitride is a relatively weak
nucleophile that requires strong electrophiles for
functionalization, such as trimethylsilyl triflate (Scheme
75).280 The silylation has also been utilized for nitride
activation to enable acylation, which does not proceed
directly from the nitride with acyl halides.314 The
benzoylimido complexes generated on this route were used
for nitrile synthesis, as discussed in section 3.3.1.

Scheme 74. Top: Hydrogenolysis of a triiron di-µ3-nitride complex
in hexanes. Bottom: Reaction with H2 in the solid state.

Hydrogenolysis of the related N2 splitting product
[(Cpʹ’’Fe)3(μ3-N)2] (Scheme 45; Cp’’’ = C5-1,2,4-tBu3H2) was
examined by Walter and co-workers providing detailed
insight into the first H2 addition step.244 Reaction with
dihydrogen in solution (hexanes) gave ammonia in yields up
to 10 % (Scheme 74 Top). 15N and 2H isotopic labelling
confirmed N2 and H2 as the sources for the obtained
ammonia. The low yields were attributed to degradation of
the nitride complex with the evolved NH3 to a diiron di-µ2nitride, which does not react with H2. The only other
detectable sideproduct was a triiron di-µ3-imide cluster,
which is the product of the addition of exactly one equiv.
H2. Interestingly, exposure of the parent dinitrido complex
as a solid to H2 enabled the selective conversion into the
bisimido product without NH3 formation (Scheme 74
Bottom). The crystal-to-crystal transformation provides a
molecular model for the first N–H bond formation in the

Scheme 75. Silylation mediated acylation of Cummins’ nitride.

The Gambarotta group also reported the silylation of
nitrides that originate from N2 splitting (Scheme 76).230 The
bis-µ-nitride dititanium polyanion reacts with trimethylsilyl
chloride to a silylimido complex. Evaluation of the reaction
mechanism was hampered by the low stability of the nitride
complex. In solution, a structurally ill-defined intermediate
is formed that converts to the silylimido product.

Scheme 76. Conversion of N2 to a trimethylsilyl imido ligand.
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Scheme 78. Reaction of bridging tantalum nitride with
phenylsilane.

Scheme 77. Top: Reaction of µ-nitrido bridged Mo and W
complexes with group 14 electrophiles. Middle: Selective
synthesis of the silylimido product with Hg(SiMe3)2. Bottom: In
situ photolysis in the presence of electrophiles.

Sita and co-workers examined the functionalization of the
dinuclear group 6 di-µ-nitrido complexes [{Cp*M(am)}2(µN)2] (M = Mo or W, am = N(iPr)C(Me)N(iPr)) that were
obtained from photolytic N2-splitting (Scheme 77 Top).227
With group 14 electrophiles, cleavage of the four
membered
MV2N2-cores
is
accompanied
by
disproportionation into MVI nitrido and MIV imido products.
The proposed mechanism for silylation commences with
initial chloride atom abstraction from the electrophile and
subsequent radical N–Si bond formation. This pathway is
supported
by
the
selective
reaction
with
bis(trimethylsilyl)mercury as silyl radical transfer reagent
(Scheme 77 Middle). Silylimide formation was also
obtained upon in situ photolysis of the N2 precursor
complex in the presences of ClER3 (E = C, Si, Ge) (Scheme 77
Bottom), leading to the dichloride complex [Cp*MIVCl2(am)]
instead of the nitrido chloride product. This observation can
be rationalized by competing photolytic N–N and M–N
fragmentation, as indicated by the product distribution in
the absence of the electrophile (Scheme 53), and
subsequent chloride abstraction by a low-valent,
coordinatively unsaturated [Cp*M(am)] photoproduct.
Excited state redox reactivity with the electrophile might be
an alternative route. The trimethylsilylimido ligand could be
hydrolyzed with alcohols in the presence of Me3SiCl, to
release free trimethylsilylamine.229 Furthermore, release as
isocyanate with CO or CO2 was reported, which is discussed
in section 3.3.2.

Figure 6. Vanadium nitride catalysts active in N2 silylation.

Cloke’s N2-derived vanadium dinitride complexes (Figure
6)151 were utilized by Nishibayashi and co-workers as
precatalysts for catalytic reduction of N2 to N(SiMe3)3 with
Na/SiMe3Cl.315 Since the seminal work by Mori and coworkers in 1993, several catalysts have been reported for
this transformation.316 At the current point, it is not known
if N2 splitting into nitrides is a key elementary reaction for
any of these systems.

Scheme 79. Reactions of a N2 derived nitride with hydrosilanes.

The use of hydrosilanes as electrophiles for nitride
functionalization offers an attractive strategy to
simultaneous reduction. Related reductive silylation
reactions of activated N2 ligands have been demonstrated,
e.g. by seminal work of the Fryzuk group.48,178,325,317–324 In
this review only examples that proceed through full, initial
N–N cleavage prior to silylation will be discussed. For
example, Sita and co-workers reported the silylation of a
bis-µ-nitrido bridged ditantalum complex with phenylsilane
(Scheme 78).128 Only the cis-isomer undergoes Si–H
addition, supporting concerted σ-bond metathesis as
mechanism. The group of Mézailles examined the reaction
of silanes with the N2 derived, trisphosphine supported
molybdenum(IV) nitride complex [Mo(N)I(PPP)] (PPP =
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PPh(CH2CH2PCy2)2) (Scheme 79).200 With phenylsilane, the
silylimido hydride product was obtained. Full nitride
transfer was achieved with 1,2-bis(dimethylsilyl)ethane.
The initially formed silylimido hydride product was
reported to be in equilibrium with the parent nitride.
Heating of the equilibrium mixture (20 eq. silane) to 80 °C
resulted in the elimination of the cyclic disilazane. When
the reaction was carried out in the presence of PMe3 the
MoII product [MoI(H)PMe3{PhP(CH2CH2PCy2)2}] could be
trapped. Access to the cyclic bis-silylamide species was
recently achieved via reaction of the molybdenum
silylimide hydride iodide complex with either thallium
hexafluorophosphate or thallium triflate (Scheme 79).326
Abstraction of the iodine atom allows for hydrosilylation of
the second silane. In analogy to the imide complex, reaction
of the bissilylamide complex with PMe3 leads to N–H
reductive elimination of the bissilylamine product.

with phenylsilane or PinBH to different TiIII/TiIII bisimido
products. A mechanism via initial N2 splitting and
subsequent E–H (E = Si, B) heterolysis was proposed.

Scheme 81. Reaction of acriPNP supported dititanium complexes
with phenylsilane and pinicol borane. Bracketed complexes
denote proposed intermediates.

3.3. N–C Bond Formation
3.3.1. Reaction with C-Electrophiles
Scheme 80. Reaction of N2 derived nitride with pinacol borane in
the formation of aminoboranes.

The Mézailles group also examined the reactivity of this
system with pinacol borane (PinBH, Scheme 80),327 which is
a stronger hydride transfer reagent than hydrosilanes.328
With 20 eq. PinBH (70 °C, 24 h) a mixture of mono, di, and
tri-borylamines was obtained with cumulative yields
around 95 %. Stoichiometric reaction of [Mo(N)I(PPP)] with
pinacol borane revealed initial formation of a borylimido
hydride complex, which is stable at room temperature in
the presence of PinBH. Halide abstraction enabled the
sequential observation of the subsequent borylation steps
at room temperature. The addition of 1 eq. of PinBH
allowed for the characterization of the diborylamido
dihydride product by NMR spectroscopy. Reaction with a
second equivalent of PinBH lead to the release of the
nitrogenous products tri- (90 %) and diborylamine (10 %).
In addition, the trihydride [Mo(H)3(PPP)][PF6] is formed,
which is unstable but could be trapped with PMe3.
Hou and co-workers reported the reaction of [(μ-η1:η2N2){(μ-H)Ti(acriPNP)}2]
(acriPNP
=
4,5-bis(di-isopropylphosphino)-2,7,9,9-tetramethyl-9H-acridin-10-ide)
with phenylsilane and pinacol borane (Scheme 81).237 They
found that the dititanium bis-µ-nitride complex
[{(acriPNP)Ti}2(μ-N)2], which is formed via H2 loss from the
[(acriPNP)HTi(μ-NH)(μ-N)Ti(PNPacri)] intermediate, reacts

Cummins and co-workers extensively examined the
functionalization of their molybdenum(VI) nitride,
[(ArtBuN)3Mo(N)] (Ar = C6-3,5-Me2H3), with carbon
electrophiles. Reaction with methyliodide or with in situ
generated benzoyltriflate led to the respective cationic
imido complexes (Scheme 82 Top).280 Interestingly, the
ethylimido product was not directly accessible but could be
obtained by deprotonation of the methylimide with strong
base and methylation of the resulting ketimide with MeI
(Scheme 82 Bottom).
Alkylation reactivity was also reported by Sita and coworkers.
The
tert-butyl
imido
complex
[Cp*MoIV(NtBu)(am)] (am = N(iPr)C(Me)N(iPr)) was
obtained from disproportionation of the dinitride bridged
MoV/MoV complex that is initiated by tert-butylchloride
(see section 3.2. Scheme 77).227 In this case, a radical
pathway for the nitride alkylation reaction seems likely.
De Vries and co-workers utilized Cummins’ nitride,
[(ArtBuN)3Mo(N)] (Ar = C6-3,5-Me2H3), for the synthesis of
trifluoroacetamide in near quantitative yield upon reaction
with the strong electrophile hexafluoroacetic anhydride
(Scheme 83).329 In neat anhydride, the acetamide product
was formed along a molybdenum tris-trifluoroacetate
complex, 2-methylpropene and N-trifluoroacetyl-N-(3,5dimethylphenyl)trifluoroacetamide. Isotopic labelling
evidenced that the N2 derived nitride ligand is transferred
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to the acetamide product. A mechanism was proposed that
commences with trifluoracylation of the nitride and
fragmentation of an anilide ligand to give a MoVI
bisimido/bisanilido intermediate.
Scheme 84. Reaction of a molybdenum nitride with oxalyl
chloride.

This silyl triflate methodology was developed by the
Cummins group to synthesize acyl and benzoyl imides from
weakly nucleophilic nitrides, which ultimately enabled the
conversion of N2 into nitriles (Scheme 85).314 The
benzoylimido complex, [(ArtBuN)3Mo(NC(O)Ph)] (Ar = C63,5-Me2H3),
is
obtained
from
the
silylimide
[(ArtBuN)3Mo(NSiMe3)] with the respective acid chloride in
the presence of pyridine. For the acetyl- and
pivaloylnitriles,
[(ArtBuN)3Mo(NC(O)Me)]
and
[(ArtBuN)3Mo(NC(O)tBu)], in situ nitride activation gave
best yields using mixtures of iPr3SiOTf/MeC(O)Cl and
[Me3Si(py)]OTf/tBuC(O)Cl, respectively.
[Me3Si(py)][OTf] + tBuC(O)Cl
or
iPr SiOTf + MeC(O)Cl
3
or
SiMe3
N

TMSOTf
tBuArN

N

Mo

t

Scheme 82. Top: Reaction of a MoVI nitrido complex with Celectrophiles. Bottom: Synthesis of the ethylimido complex.

Anilide supporting ligand fragmentation was also observed
with oxalyl chloride (Scheme 84). The nitride complex
[(ArtBuN)3Mo(N)] (Ar = C6-3,5-Me2H3), does not directly
react with non-activated acid chlorides but requires
activation with silyl triflates (see section 3.2).280 Reaction
with oxalyl chloride promoted by iPr3SiOTf gave the
oxamidide bridged dimolybdenum triflate.330 As in case of
the transformation reported by de Vries, anilide
degradation by isobutene loss presumably provides the
source of protons.
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Scheme 85. Synthetic cycle for the Mo-mediated conversion of N2
to organic nitriles.

Scheme 83. Reaction of MoVI nitrido complex X with
hexafluoroacetic anhydride.

From there, full synthetic cycles were established that
regenerate the parent nitride complex within a stepwise,
stoichiometric reaction sequence. Reduction of the cationic
imido complexes with Mg/anthracene and subsequent
trapping with Me3SiCl gives MoIV silyloxyketimide
complexes, [(ArtBuN)3Mo(NC(OSiMe3)R)] (R = Ph, Me or
t
Bu). As net reaction up to this point, the sequence formally
equates to reductive addition of a siloxycarbene to the
nitride. Acetonitrile extrusion from the related ketimides
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[MoIV(N=CXMe)(NtBuAr)3] (X = O2CPh, SPh, SePh, SC6F5,
SeC6F5) to [MoIVX(NtBuAr)3] was examined in detail with
solution calorimetry and kinetic measurements.331
Unimolecular migration of the leaving group X to the metal
is exothermic for X = O2CPh and also kinetically more facile
compared with the less electron withdrawing sulfide and
selenide substituents. The kinetic data supports the
transfer of X to the metal within a cyclic transition state,
indicating acceleration of the fragmentation reaction by
metal association. Accordingly, siloxide elimination from
the ketimide and nitrile release could be accomplished
upon addition of Lewis acidic main group chlorides (Scheme
85).314 Straightforward regeneration of the nitride by N2
splitting (see section 2.2.2), offers a full cycle for the
conversion of N2 to nitriles R–CºN (R = Ph, Me, tBu) in 29–
75 % yield over all steps.
While not catalytic, the synthetic cycle provides
thermodynamic and kinetic information about the
suitability of synthetic targets. This is particularly useful for
complex reactions like the 6e– nitrogen fixation, which has
to offset the large energetic demand of N2 cleavage. Nitriles
exhibit strong CºN triple bonds (BDEHCN = 937 kJ mol-1),
which counterbalances the high NºN BDE (941 kJ mol–1).
The synthetic cycle also evaluate the accessibility of key
intermediates and redox states allowing for optimization of
supporting ligands.

Scheme 87. Synthetic cycle for the Nb/Mo mediated conversion
of N2 to organic nitriles.

Nitrile synthesis was also accomplished with a bimetallic,
niobium/molybdenum system (Scheme 87).194 Dinitrogen
splitting is accomplished upon reduction of a µ-η1:η1-N2
bridged niobium/molybdenum complex. The increased
nucleophilicity of the anionic niobium(V) nitride
[Na][(ArNpN)3Nb(N)] (Ar = C6-3,5-Me2H3, Np = neopentyl)
allows for direct acylation with acid chlorides, giving free
nitrile and the NbV oxo complex [(ArNpN)3Nb(O)] within a
N–/O metathesis reaction. Regeneration of the niobium(IV)
starting material is achieved by reaction of the oxo complex
with triflic anhydride and subsequent reduction. Overall,
the cycle is quasi-catalytic in Nb but stoichiometric in Mo.

Scheme 88. Synthetic cycle for the formation of MeCN from N2.

Scheme 86. Cyanide generation from N2.

A similar approach was applied for the formation of cyanide
(Scheme 86).332 Initial reaction of the nitride with tri-isopropylsilyl triflate and methoxychloromethane yields a
methoxymethylimido complex. After deprotonation and
treatment with Lewis acid, the molybdenum(IV) cyanide
complex was obtained in 43 % yield with respect to the
nitride precursor. Cyanide linkage isomerization
presumably occurs in the coordination sphere of Mo.

Schneider and co-workers examined electrophilic attack at
the N2 derived ReV nitride [Re(N)Cl(PNP)] (PNP =
N(CH2CH2PtBu2)2; Scheme 88).121,203 As for Cummins’ Mo
nitride, strong electrophiles such as MeOTf or EtOTf were
required for nitride alkylation. Interestingly, the alkylation
selectivity differs from protonation which occurs
exclusively at the pincer backbone (see section 3.1.1). DFT
computations indicate that the selectivities follow the
thermodynamic preference. Similar selectivities for
methylation vs. protonation were found for the related, N2
derived nitrido complex [Re(N)Cl{N(CHCHPtBu2)2}].184 Ethyl
deprotonation at the α-carbon atom of [Re(NEt)Cl(PNP)]+
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with KN(SiMe3)2 gave access to a rhenium(III) ketimide
complex in near quantitative yield (Scheme 88).203 Re=N
double bond character is indicated by the resolution of two
diastereomers in the NMR spectra at room temperature.
Release of free acetonitrile was accomplished with a
second equivalent of the same base and trapping of the
low-valent rhenium(I) product with tert-butylisocyanide. In
consequence, double deprotonation enables formal 4electron oxidation of the ethylimido ligand to acetonitrile,
accompanied by ReV to ReI reduction. The bisisonitrile
product could not be converted to a complex that is
competent for N2 splitting. Alternatively, release of the
ketimide ligand as acetonitrile was demonstrated by
2-electron oxidation. Stepwise reaction with AgOTf and
subsequent hydrogen atom abstraction with tri-tertbutylphenoxyl radical gave a rhenium(V) vinylimido
complex, which is a tautomer of a hypothetical rhenium(III)
acetonitrile complex that was computed 16 kJ·mol–1 higher
in free energy. Acetonitrile release from the vinylimide was
obtained by addition of a chloride source (LiCl/12-cr-4) and
a base (DBU) to facilitate tautomerization. The five-step
synthetic cycle could be simplified by oxidation of the
ketimido intermediate with N-chlorosuccinimide. The overoxidized rhenium(IV) product undergoes N2 splitting with
2 eq. Na/Hg. This four-step synthetic cycle affords
acetonitrile in 52 % yield. The same methodology was used
to prepare benzonitrile in overall 28 % yield using in situ
prepared benzyltriflate as alkylating agent.333 In this case, a
vinylimido intermediate cannot form and therefore seems
not essential for nitrile formation.

formation of benzamide that is derivatized by excess
benzoyl chloride. In addition, a rhenium(III) imine complex
was obtained in 71 % yield. Hence, the pincer ligand serves
as 2e–/H+ source as a rare case of metal-ligand cooperativity
in nitrogen fixation.130 Re-reduction was obtained
chemically by stepwise reaction with hydride (Li[BEt3H])
and proton sources ([Ph2NH2]Cl) or, alternatively, by
cathodic reduction in the presence of suitable acids. The
imine complex undergoes clean, 2-electron PCET upon
controlled potential electrolysis (CPE at –1.65 V vs. Fc+/Fc)
with dichlorophenol, which quantitatively restores the
parent rhenium(III) amine complex. Subsequent one pot
CPE at –1.85 V under N2 directly regenerated the N2 bridged
starting complex in 70 % overall yield. Overall, the threestep synthetic cycle gives benzamide and benzonitrile in
around 60 % yield via photodriven N2 splitting, thermal
nitrogen transfer and electrochemical reduction assisted by
metal-ligand cooperativity.

Scheme 90. Methylation of bridging nitride complexes derived by
N2 splitting.

C-N bond formation of bridging nitrides derived by N2
splitting has been reported by the groups of Kawaguchi and
Holland, respectively. Kawaguchi described that the
dianionic bis-µ-nitride diniobium complex [K(THF)2]2[(µN)2{Nb(OOO)}2] (OOO = CH(C6-3,5-tBu2-2-O)33-) can be
methylated stepwise with two eq. MeI (Scheme 90 Top).222
In analogy, Holland’s anionic triiron µ3-nitride/µ2-nitride
complex, which alos undergoes intramolecular benzylic
cyclometalation (see section 3.1.1), could be trapped with
methyl tosylate producing a µ3-nitride/µ2-methylimido
bridged {FeIII2FeII} complex (Scheme 90).288

Scheme 89. Synthetic cycle for the formation of benzonitrile and
benzamide from N2.

A structurally related nitrido complex, which was by via
photo-driven N2 splitting, was subsequently utilized for the
synthesis of benzamide and benzonitrile (Scheme 89).139
Reaction of the nitride with two equivalents of benzoyl
chloride at 80 °C in dioxane gave a mixture of benzamide
(30 %) and equimolar amounts of benzonitrile (64 %) and
benzoic acid. The organic products account for 94 % N2
derived N-content. Product distribution is in line with initial

Hou and co-workers reported the generation of nitriles in
yields up to 85% upon reaction of a mixed-valent bis-µ3nitrido-bis-µ3-imido {TiIV2TiIII2} cluster with acid chlorides for
12 h at 60 °C (Scheme 91).232 The reaction also gives a
mixture of titanium products, including the dinuclear µ2oxo complex [Cp’TiCl2}2O] (Cp’ = C5H4SiMe3) besides other
unidentified, paramagnetic compounds. Nitrogen transfer
and subsequent in situ hydrolysis with hydrochloric acid
gives Cp’TiCl3 in overall 83 % yield. This reaction completes
a full synthetic cycle for nitrogen fixation since Cp’TiCl3 is a
precursor for N2 splitting (see section 2.2.3). With
cinnamoyl chloride, a dinuclear product could be isolated in
30 % yield, which releases nitrile upon prolonged heating
with additional substrate. Based on these findings, a
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mechanism was proposed via electrophilic substrate attack
at the imido ligands that leads to stepwise N/O-exchange
and dissociation of the proposed mixed-valent dioxodihydroxy cluster that results from this process. In
comparison, the tetra-µ3-nitrido complex, which is
obtained from the bis-µ3-nitrido-bis-µ3-imido cluster by
hydrogen atom abstraction with p-quinone, did not react
with acid chlorides.

in toluene. The VIII fragment is trapped with 2-butyne and
the alkyne ligand readily dissociates in THF to give a THF
adduct that is a direct starting material for reductive N2
splitting. This methodology gave rise to a full synthetic cycle
for cyanate generation from N2 and CO. In analogy, the VIII
carbodiimide complex [V(NCNXyl)(ONO)] (Xyl = 2,6dimethylphenyl) was obtained upon reaction of the VV
species with CN–Xyl instead of CO (Scheme 92 Bottom).
However, free carbodiimide could not be released by the
alkyne protocol.

Scheme 91. Production of nitriles from a dinitrogen derived
tetratitanium diimido dinitrido complex (Cp’ = C5H4SiMe3).

3.3.2. Coupling with CO and CO2
The direct synthesis of isocyanates from dinitrogen and
carbon monoxide represents an atom economic pathway to
industrially relevant heterocummulenes.330,334 N2 activation
by group 4 metallocenes and functionalization with CO and
CO2 has been pioneered by the group of Chirik.205,335–338
However, these reactions do not proceed through initial N–
N cleavage, therefore lying outside the scope of this review.
Isocyanate formation by direct carbonylation of molecular
nitrides is well known,265,330,339–345 yet only in one occasion
with a N2 derived nitride (see below). It offers an attractive
strategy within N2 fixation cycles to combine C–N bond
formation with catalyst re-reduction. Notably, nitride
carbonylation is mechanistically not well-defined, e.g., with
respect to direct attack of nitride by CO vs. precoordination of the CO at the metal. A computational study
on UV and UVI nitrides suggested CO coordination prior to
C–N bond formation.344
Kawaguchi and co-workers provided the first report of
initial full N2 cleavage and subsequent nitride coupling with
CO (Scheme 92 Top).218 A vanadium(III) isocyanide complex
was isolated in around 80 % yield after reaction of the
dinuclear VV/VV complex, [K(DME)(µ-N)V(ONO)]2 (ONO =
(CH3C6H4)N(C6H2-4-tBu-2,6-(CH2C6H2-3-tBu-5-Me-2-O)2),
with carbon monoxide. Selective 2-electron redox-coupled
C–N bond formation with CO required the oxidation of the
immediate VIV/VIV N2 splitting product with benzoquinone.
Direct reaction of the VIV/VIV complex with CO led to
unidentified products besides a VIII isocyanate in 30 %
isolated yield, suggesting unproductive disproportionation
of low valent vanadium isocyanates. While cyanate release
is incomplete in THF, it can be driven by KOCN precipitation

Scheme 92. Top: Synthetic cycle for the production of KOCN from
N2 and CO. Bottom: Synthesis of a carbodiimide complex from N2.

Reductive nitrene transfer to CO was reported by Sita and
co-workers for the group 6 imido complexes [Cp*M(N–
ER3)(am)] (M = Mo, W; E = C, Si, Ge; am = N(iPr)C(Me)N(iPr))
that were obtained via photo-driven N2 splitting and
subsequent electrophilic functionalization (Scheme 93
Top).227 Free isocyanates and the respective MII dicarbonyl
complexes were obtained in yields of 30-80 %.
Regeneration of the metal precursors for N2 activation was
accomplished by photolytic decarbonylation in the
presence of CO2, which affords a terminal oxo product
(Scheme 93 Bottom). The latter can be deoxygenated with
SiMe3Cl to a dichloro complex that is a direct precursor to
the N2 activation and splitting reaction. Alternatively,
nitrene transfer of the silyl- and germylimido intermediates
was accomplished by thermal reaction with CO2 (20-70 psi)
in the presence of SiMe3Cl at 75 °C over the course of 3
days. The dichloro product is directly obtained along the
free isocyanates in around 65 % yield. This reaction closes a
full synthetic cycle for the formation of isocyanates from N2
with photochemically driven N2 splitting coupled to alkali
metal reduction and thermal N-transfer.
O/N– metathesis of some nitrides with CO2 has been
examined to evaluate the thermochemical and kinetic
suitability of such routes. For example, the anionic
niobium(V) nitride Na[Nb(N)(NtBuC6H3-3,5-Me2)3] was
shown to bind CO2 at the nitrido ligand (Scheme 94).346 The
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carbamate product is attacked by pivaloylchloride or
anhydride electrophiles, giving a five-coordinate
niobium(V) isocyanato carboxylate metathesis product at
remarkably low temperatures (–78 °C). Computational
examination of the reaction with acetanhydride by Mosconi
and De Angelis emphasized that the sodium counteraction
strongly stabilizes the carbamate and the barrier for
electrophilic attack.347 As proposed by Cummins, a stepwise
mechanism via a carbamate acetyl ester intermediate and
subsequent acetate shift to the metal was favored by DDG‡
= 10 kcal·mol–1 with an overall barrier of DGeff‡ =
16 kcal·mol-1. Follow up two-electron reduction of the
isocyanate product led to CO release, rendering this
particular system unsuitable for free heterocumulene
synthesis under reductive conditions.
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Particularly high-valent group 8 nitrides react with
phosphines to phosphiniminato products upon P–N bond
formation and is, as pointed out in the introduction, often
considered as archetypal electrophilic nitride reactivity.
However, Harvey, Smith and co-workers showed for an
iron(IV) nitride that this reaction relies on two antagonistic
donor-acceptor interactions between the nitride and
phosphine reagents. It might therefore be more carefully
regarded as ambiphilic reactivity,278 which might similarly
apply to nitride coupling CO.
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Scheme 94. Synthetic cycle for the deoxygenation of CO2,
mediated by nucleophilic attack of niobium nitride on CO2.
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Scheme 93. Top: Formation of heterocumulenes by reaction of
molybdenum and tungsten imines with CO. Bottom simplified
pseudo catalytic cycle for the production of heterocumulenes via
the cleavage of dinitrogen to nitrides.

Kawaguchi and co-workers reported methylisocyanate
synthesis from their N2 derived methylimido bridged
complex [(µ-NMe)Nb(OOO)]2 (OOO = CH(C6-3,5-tBu2-2-O)3)
(Scheme 95).285 Dissociation of the dinuclear complex with
pyridine, enabled C–N coupling with CO2 to the final ureate
and µ-oxo O/NMe metathesis products. This reaction was
rationalized with initial formation of a carbamate
intermediate that eliminates methyl isocyanate, which is
trapped by a second equivalent of the parent imide. In
support of this pathway, ureate complex formation by
reaction of the methylimido complex with paratolylisocyanate was demonstrated.

Scheme 95. Top: Coupling of an N2 derived methylimido complex
with CO2. Bottom: Control reaction for the formation of the ureate
product.
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with a rhenium(VI) nitroxide nitrido complex, which is
obtained via N2 splitting121 and subsequent oxygen atom
transfer to the supporting PNP pincer ligand (Scheme 98).
The phosphinimide complexes are unstable and
decompose to the parent rhenium(VI) PNP nitride with
concomitant phosphine oxides elimination.

Scheme 96. Top: Formation of a bridging µ2-phosphinimide by
nitride phosphine coupling. Bottom: Proposed mechanism

Scheme 98. Reaction of triarylphosphines with an N2 derived
rhenium nitride complex.

Phosphoraneiminiato formation was observed for a small
number of nitrides that were obtained from N2 splitting,
often as a serendipitous, intramolecular follow-up reaction
with supporting phosphine ligands. Fryzuk and co-workers
reported the formation of a dititanium bis-µ2phosphinimide complex from N2 (Scheme 96).208 The
authors proposed a pathway via N2 splitting into bridging
nitrides and subsequent N-transfer to the phosphine
ligands. Electronic considerations suggest initial overreduction for full N–N bond scission, in analogy to Cloke’s
vanadium system (Scheme 26).

3.5. Conclusions and Outlook

Hou and co-workers also reported intramolecular
phosphinimido formation directly from heating the
dinitrogen
dihydrido
complex
[(μ-η1:η2-N2)(μH)2{Ti(acriPNP)}2] (acriPNP = 4,5-bis(di-iso-propylphosphino)2,7,9,9-tetramethyl-9H-acridin-10-ide) to 60 °C in hexanes
with concurrent loss of two equivalents of H2 (Scheme
97).237 The bis-µ-nitrido complex [(μ-N)Ti(acriPNP)]2 is likely
an intermediate (Scheme 40). It is formed upon loss of H2
at room temperature and rearranges to the phosphinimido
product upon heating.

Scheme 97. Intramolecular phosphiniminato formation via
titanium mediated N2 splitting.

Intermolecular P–N coupling was recently described by
Holland and co-workers.348 Reaction of triarylphosphines

In the 25 years since Cummins’ first report on the splitting
of N2 into well-defined molecular nitrides, a broad variety
of follow-up reactions have been established. This includes
release of ammonia (ammonium) by nitride protonolysis
and PCET. Such a ‘dissociative’ mechanism, which
resembles the heterogeneous Haber-Bosch process, has
only recently been proposed for a molecular nitrogen
fixation catalyst as an alternative to the bioinspired,
‘associative’ route.79 However, N–N splitting into molecular
nitrides is yet to be fully confirmed as key reaction for
catalysis. This applies even more so to products beyond
ammonia. The use of other electrophiles than Brønsted
acids, like silyl, alkyl, benzyl, acyl or benzoyl
(pseudo)halides, gave stoichiometric amounts of
nitrogenous organics, such as nitriles or amides. In some
cases, these could be obtained within cyclic, stepwise
reaction schemes (‘synthetic cycles’), which might guide
the development of thermodynamically and kinetically
viable strategies towards catalytic protocols in the future.
The current body of work offers some qualitative guidelines
and prospects for such developments:
(1) The terminal nitrides that arise from N2 splitting are
usually relatively weak bases. Other, mildly basic groups in
these molecules are often protonated first and full nitride
protonolyis has not been reported. This might be attributed
to strongly covalent MºN bonding of the competent 2nd and
3rd row transition metal platforms, which is necessary to
offer sufficient thermodynamic driving force for N–N
cleavage. Similar arguments apply to PCET, where the first
of the three required e–/H+ transfer steps seems to provide
a thermodynamic bottleneck due to low BDFENH of the
parent imido species. However, the body of pKa and BDFE
data on MNHx species that are associated with PCET after
N2 splitting is scare and systematic studies are required.
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Auxiliary ligand effects are largely unexplored. Strategies
that either stabilize the parent imido intermediate or even
skip it by concerted multielectron/-proton reduction could
be interesting approaches.
(2) Full protonolysis and hydrogenolysis with H2 has been
reported for some bridging nitrido products of N2 splitting.
The high-valent 1st row transition metal nitrides (TiIV, FeIII)
exhibit more polar M–N bonding and some of them are
capable of activating H2 heterolytically. In case of kinetically
challenging H2 activation, Frustrated Lewis Pairs could be
attractive cocatalysts, which has only recently been
demonstrated.119 Less polar, terminal nitrides were
functionalized with more polar reductants than H2, like
hydrosilanes and -boranes, giving rise to free aminosilane
and -borane products. Carbon monoxide is an attractive
reductant to obtain isocyanates. It is at this point not clear,
whether CO/nitride coupling relies on direct, s/pambiphilic attack of CO or proceeds via pre-coordination to
the metal. The use of CO and other potential ambiphiles,
like isonitriles or NHC-carbenes, for heterocumulene
synthesis from N2 is still in its infancy.
(3) The low terminal nitride basicity gives rise to synthetic
strategies for the coupling of N2 splitting with C–N bond
formation. Attack of organic electrophiles at nitrides might
be possible even in the presence Brønsted acid. In
consequence, R+/e– transfer that is directly followed by two
PCET steps could enable the generation of organic amines
or amides from N2. Weak nucleophilicity of nitrides might
be compensated by concerted R+/e– transfer, viz. radical
addition. C–N bond formation via one-electron radical
reactivity of transition metal nitrides is extremely rare.349
Sita used Hg(SiMe3)2 for formal silyl radical transfer to
nitride products from N2 splitting.227 However,
organomercury reagents for analogous C–N bond
formation suffer from high toxicity. A systematic evaluation
of R· transfer reagents is yet to be carried out. aDeprotonation of alkylimides that originate from N2
splitting provides another, scarcely examined strategy for
metal re-reduction.214
(4) Photo-driven PCET could be an attractive approach to
access MNHx intermediates with low BDFENH,302 but was not
directly coupled to N2 splitting, yet. Alternatively, mildly
exergonic but kinetically unfavorable and even endergonic
N2 splitting have been driven photolytically.139,268,272 This
synthetic strategy can give access to more reactive nitride
intermediates that are readily functionalized.
(5) Meyer and co-workers pioneered the electrochemical
interconversion of terminal ruthenium and osmium nitrido
(MVIºN) and nitro (MII–NO2) complexes via successive PCET
steps in aqueous solution.350,351 Related formal oxygen
atom transfer to nitride ligands that originate from N2
splitting could offer new strategies for direct NOX formation
directly from N2, which remains unknown. This approach
relies on electrophilic nitride reactivity, which is well
established for late, high-valent transition metal ions (RuVI,

OsVI, IrV). However, electrophilic nitride reactivity has not
been utilized in N2 fixation schemes, to date. Nitrogen
oxides as targets might therefore require to push the
boundaries of nitrogen splitting further towards the end of
the transition series.
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